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PREFACE
Aityonb who worked at the Central Teohnical College,

!^ndon (now the City and Guilds (Eng.) College, under
Professor Ayrton, or later under Professor Mather, will

understand the happy conditions which made possible
the greater portion of the work represented by +bip

book. While routine work had to be carried out with
great care, every encouragement was given to work of
an origin a] character, and difS.cult problems were
subjected to constructive and friendly criticism.

Eq^uaUy happy were the relations between the junior
members of the staff, and the author has to acknowledge
the help received from his former colleagues and also

from a long hne of able students who assisted him with
experiments. It would be almost impossible to make
a complete list of these, and it would be unfaiir to those
Ifft out if an incomplete list were published. Special
mention must, however, be made of the valuable help
received from Mr. E. W. Andrews, the instrument maker
at the College, and from Mir. J. King, the laboratory
attendant.

With regard to the book itself the aim has been to
make it suitable for any teohnical student of ordinary
ability, as the mathematics do not go beyond the
simplest integral and differential calculus, and the
apparent complexity of some of the proofs is due only
to a desire to put in all the steps necessary to the
solution of the problem.

The only exception to this is the portion due to

Mr. Hodgson and specially indicated in the text. This
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ppition, which involves higher mathematics, can be
skipped by those unable to follow the proof, and the
results accepted so that there may be no break in the
sequence.

The Cambridge Instrument Co. and Mr. R. W. Paul
have been closely identified with oscillograph develojn-

ment in England, and the author has to acknowledge
his indebtedness to these firms (now amalgamated as
the Cambridge Instrument Co), for the loan of blocks
referring to their products. Permission has also been

given to use Figs. 73—76, taken from Eufour’s
book on the cathode ray oscillograph.

The reading of the proofs was carried out by my
friend and former student, Mr. R. E. Neale, in a very
thorough manner, and many additions and explanations
are due to him.

As the work is to a great extent original, and as the
author has had no facilities for confirming some of the
later theoretical results, he would be glad if anyone
carrying out investigations along the lines mentioned
would communicate the results to the editor or the
author. He would also like to have any inaccuracies -

pointed out.

J. T. IRWIN.
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SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
The following symbols and abbreviations adopted by
tile International Eleotrotecbmcal Commission are used
in this volume

—

A = ampere

mA = milliampere

fiA = mioroampere

V = volt

/iP = microfarad
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OSCILLOGRAPHS

CHAPTER I

FUNDAMENTAIi PBINOIPLHS

The Name and Inventioii of fhe Oscillograph. The
name “ oaoillograph ” was first adopted by Blondel to
denote an instrument for indicating the instantaneous
value of an electric current.

Almost any instrument which accurately indicated
the current flowing in a oirouit could be used to show
the instantaneous value of an electric current if the
latter changed very slowly from one value to another,
but when the changes are extremely rapid a very
restricted choice of instruments is available.

The oscillograph is concerned chiefly with the
graphic representation of very Tc^pid oscillations, and
the name might perhaps have been chosen so as to
indicate the chief application of the instrument.
The oscillograph, like so many other instruments,

is a development springing jErom a need
;
nevertheless,

the work of Blondel was so outstanding, firstly in
indicating the conditions to be fulfilled and secondly
in perfecting an instrument, that it is only fair that
he should be hailed as the inventor. On the other
hand Duddell, starting with the bifilar type of instru-

ment first suggested by Blondel, display^ so much
skill and ingenuity in perfecting this type that it prac-
tically displaced the use of the moving iron

, type
chiefly used up to that time by Blondel.



Oscillographs

Other investigators have devised special oscillo-

graphs and the references given in the Bibliography
(p. 162) should be consulted by those specially inter-
ested in the subject, as it is outside the scope of the
present -work to give an3dhing in the nature of a
detailed historical resume.

Theory and Principle of Working. To study the
theory and principle of working of an oscillograph it

Field
(perpandJcu^
topaper,
inw^Klal)

SI

Fiq-- 1-—FoBan on ACrrsBaNT-
OABBTINa CONDUOTOB IN

A Maonbtio Field.

is best to take the simplest

case and for this purpose the

Einthoven galvanometer (or

oscillograph) may be con-

sidered. The essential fea-

ture of this instrument is a
stretched conducting fibre or

wire placed in a strong mag-
netic field. The current to

be indicated is sent along the
wire and the position of the
wire is indicated by some
suitable means.

If, in. Pig. 1, oh is the stretched wire, and if it be
assumed that there is a strong field across the wire
from the observer into the plane of the paper, then
there will be a force on the wire at every point tending
to make it more towards the left when a current is
flowing in the direction shown by the arrow, from h
to a.

Every force, however, is balanced by an equal and
opposite one, and, in the present case, the force due
to the interaction of the conductor carrying the
current with the magnetic field is balanced by the
resultant of three other forces. These forces are—
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1. The control force due to the tension in the wire.

This acts to bring the wire back to the centreil posi-

tion where the tension is least—that is a straight
line between the points a and b. For small deflec-

tions the control force can be taken as proportional
to the displacement of the wire from its central
position.

2. The inertia force, equal to the mass times the
acceleration. That is, the rate at which the velocity
is changing multiphed by the mass gives the force in
absolute units. If the velocity is increasing, the
inertia force is opposing increase of velocity. If the
velocity is decreasing, the inertia force is opposing the
decrease in the velocity.

3. The frictional force due to the movement of the
element through the surrounding medium. This
force always acts m the opposite direction to which
the wire, or the element of the wire, is moving, and
its magmtude is roughly proportional to the velocity

aijd to a coeflB.oient which is determined by the fluid

employed, the section of the wire and the nature of

the surrounding enclosure of the wire.

From the consideration of the above rules it is

evident that, if forces (2) and (3) could be made quite
small compared with (1), then they could be neglected
and we would have the one result that the force due
to the interaction of the current and the magnet field

would be opposed by the equal control force, but the
control (or restoring force) acting on the wire is pro-
portional to the displacement. Therefore, for this

particular condition, the displacement would be pro-
portional to the current flowing, and if tbia displacement
could be observed or recorded,, it would give a means
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of dotcnniTiiTig tiio strongtli of tJio ourront at ©very
moment.

The greater the tension on the wire the larger is the
force due to the control, and the more rapid the
changes in the current which the wire is able to
indicate accurately.

It will be seen later that an oscillograph without
any added dampmg, apart from the natural damping
of the wire itself, can indicate v&ry accurately periodic
alternating current of a frequency, one-tenth the
natural frequency of the oscillograph.

On the other hand, no matter what the control
force may be, if the rat© of change of the current is

very rapid the inertia forces will also be relatively
large and will cease to be negligible. If there is a
current switched on instantaneously then the wire
will have a large velocity imparted to it and the
Idnetio energy stored in the wire by virtue of this
velocity will be spent in backward and forward move-
ments of the wire until the whole energy is dissipated,
just as the impulse given to a pendulum is spent
in backward and forward swings which gradually
become less until the pendulum stops at the mid
position.

Conversely, if there is a steady current flowing in,

the wire producing a steady deflection, and the cur-
rent is suddenly stopped, the tension on the wire wiU
give it a high velocity which will start free vibra-
tions and the duration of these vibrations will depend
only on the frictional forces which damp down the
motion.

In both these last oases where there are free vibra-
tions of the wire, apart from the original force that
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produced them, the displacement of the wire at any
instant is no indication of any current value.
Such free vibrations should therefore not be allowed

except where their occurrence cannot produce any
wrong interpretation of the results and, generally
speaking, oscillographs are used with a large frictional
or damping force owing to the extremely rapid changes
of ouirent that can take place with electricity as com-
pared ^yith say, the change that could possibly take
place in the cylinder of a steam or gas engine, where
the indicator performs a function akin to that of the
oscillograph for electricity.

Forces on a Cnrrent-carrying Wire ^brating in
a Magnetic Field. A simple wire, of mass m per cm.
length, placed in a magnetic field will have the follow-
ing forces, measured in dynes, acting on any unit
length

—

(1) The electromagnetic force = B dynes per

centimetre length
; where i is the current in amperes,

and B is the strength of field in lines per square
centimetre.

_2
(2) The control force = — AT = — AA

j wher^

A is the displacement of the particular length chosen
frpm the central position of the wire. T is the tension
of the wire in dynes, Z is the length of wire between
supports in cms.

(3) The dampmg force = -pv; where v is the
velocity, in cms. per sec., and p is the coefficient that
depends on the fiuid employed, the section of the
wire, and (to some extent) on the surrounding chamber,

8—

(

6397
)
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(4) The inertia force = — am

;

where a is the

acceleration in oms. per seo.i and m the mass per nnit

length.

If the wire in Pig. 2 vibrates about its mean position

PQ under the influence of an altemattog current

which varies smusoidally, then its extreme amplitude
is represented by the dotted lines in Pig. 2(a).

(O') (5) (o) (d) (e)

Fig. 2.—iLLuaTBATmo CoNumoNs of Vibbation of a
STRHTOHirD Wish PQ

If movements to the left and forces to the left be
considered positive then, if the displacement of the
wire in Pig. 2(6) is A and if if be moving to the left,

the control force at that moment is - A A, i.e. it is

acting to bring the wire to rest or to stop the move-
ment.

The frictional force is — pv, where v is the velocity,

and also acts against the movement. The inertia

force is acting in the direction of motion, tending to

prevent change of motion, and is eq^ual to the rate at

which the velocity v is changing and, since the velocity

is decreasing, the force is positive and is equal
to — ( — cim) or am. Therefore the inertia force is

opposing the control force and, at that instant, the
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damping force is in the same direction as the control
force.

When the "wire reaches the extreme position to the
left, shown in Fig. 2(c), the control force is still acting
towards the right and has its maximum value as the
displ^ement is a maximum. The damping is zero at
^at instant as the velocity is zero. The inertia force
IS a rnaximum, as the rate at which the velocity isohang^ IS a maximum, and is acting in the same
dirwtion as in Fig. 2(6), i.e. in the opposite direction
to the control force.

When the wire arrives on its return journey at themean position, shown in Fig. 2(d), the velocity is amaximum and the rate at which the velocity is
changing is zero, therefore the inertia force is also zero.As is in the central position there is no restoring
or control force on the wire, so the control is also zer^
but, as the velocity is a maximum, the damping force
IS a, maximum and now acts towards the left and is
positive as the velocity is negative.
When the we arriTes at the position shown in

ilg. Z(e) and is moving towards the right, the (nega-iiT^ velooity is growing less and, as the force ofmertia opposes the change of velocity, the inertia
force aote towards the right and is therefore a neea-

aTler®’
” restoring force is towards

toe left Md IB therefore positive, while the damping
force a also towards the left and positive as it ten* tostop the'movement.

seen
be followed, step by step, it will be^n toat for a^ vibrating under the influence of a

the
°“rrent the inertia force and

the cmrol force aiwaya aet in opposite directions—that
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is, control force is a Tnaximum when the inertia force

is a maximiim and they are opposite in phase. To find

their resvMard it is only necessary to svbtract the, value

of one from the other.

On the other hand, the damping force is a maximum
when the control force is zero and it can only be com-
pounded with the control or with the inertia force

vectorially to give effective values.

For instantaneous values, the forces can aU be added
algebraically thus, for the position shown in Fig. 2(6) :

If » is the instantaneous value of the current then

—

i— 5 - A;A - pv- am = o

since these are the only forces that can act on the

wire and the sum of them must be zero at any moment.
If the changes taking place in the current be very

slow then the terms pv and am are very small and can

be neglected when -^B = kA, and the deflection A =

i/lOk. The condition that A = i/lOk is only true for

steady currents or for conditions where the rate of

change is comparatively slow.

Graphic Representalion of Conditions. Fig. 3 is a

graphic representation of the cycle of events repre-

sented in Fig. 2. In Fig. 3(a) the sine curve marked
A shows the displacement plotted against time. The
curve marked - kA shows the control force acting at

every point in the opposite direction to the displace-

ment.

In Fig. 3(6) the curve marked v represents the rate of

change of the displacement or the velocity, and - pv is

the damping or frictional force acting in the opposite
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ireotdon to the move-
lent or velocity.

In Fig. 3(c), the
irve marked a shows
le rate of change of

ilocity, and the curve
arked — ma repre-

'nts the inertia force

^posing the change
velocity.

In Fig. 3(d). the
LTve marked - (AA +
' + ma) represents

© sum, at every in-

int, of the control,

-mping, and inertia

!:oes, and must have
posed to it the equal

i
rv6 — B which re-

’ e s e n t s the inter-

bion of current and
Ld. The displace-

mt curve A is also

Lwn again for com-
dson and it will be
served that the dis-

oement of the wire is

j a Tnfl.TriTmTm when
> current is a maxi-
m but lags (in this

bicular case) about
behind the current.

9

/ /'

Vdocitu L . ^Damping
force

Displacement

Force due to current

\
and f/e/d.

Sum ofcontrol, dsunping',
and inertia forces.

Fig. 3.—Gbaphio REPBuaiiNTATioN op
CyotiB op Events Shown in Fig. 2
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Vectorial Bepreeentaiion of Conditions. A vectorial

representation of the same conditions is given in

Fig. 4.

If A be the maximum displacement, then the maxi-

mum velocity is 27r/A where f is the frequency of

vibration of the wire. Writing 27r/ = co, we have the

maximum velocity = oA and leading by an angle

^ on the displace-
A

ment. The maxi-

mum acceleration

is 0) times the
velocity and is

CO *A and leads the

velocity vector by

The upper por-

tion of Fig. 4 shows
this condition.

The force dia-

gram is shown in

the lower portion of the figure where the control force
is drawn in opposition to the displacement, the fric-

tional force in opposition to the velocity, and the
inertia force in opposition to the acceleration.

This diagram shows how the control force kA is

alwajrs opposed by the inertia force (o^Am and how
the difference between the forces kA and co^Am com-
pounded with the frictional force pcoA gives the
resultant maximum internal force equal to

V{kA-mco^A)^-}- {po)A)^;

and this force must be equal and opposite to the

7noj*A

peoA

1
*^ '

7
^^ *

V(itA-7TMi>*A)*+(^A)*

FlO. 4.—^VbOTOB RBDPHBlSHNTATrON OF
Conditions Dhpiothd in Fig. 2
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maxiinum external force B. The lead of the ourrent

on the diaplaoement is the angle a.

Effect of Frequency. It is evident from Pigs. 3
and 4 that the resultant naaximuna internal force and
therefore the value of the current will not be constant
for a given deflection A but will vary with the fre-

quency. The larger the control force, compared with
the damping and inertia forces,

the less the resultant internal

force will vary with a given
change of frequency, and there-

fore the less the change in the
'

value of the alternating ourrent
to give an amplitude equal to
A and the smaller the angle a
between the current and the
displacement.

If the frequency of the alter-

nating ourrent be raised iTn -

hi]

tt)®Am = AA, then these two
forces balance one another and
external force to

hs \
~7cK

V

Fig. 6.—^AppianD Frh-
QUHNOT = BHiaoiTAirr

FBBQvnNcnr or thd
Wma ; CoNTBOL Fobob
= Inbbtia Foboh

;

dTJRBHBTr T.niAnH by 7r/2

ON THH Dtspt.a rrnrMunjT

do not require any
balance their resultant, and if the

force pcoA were made small the ourrent required for a
given deflection would be very small and the instru-
ment would be a very sensitive detector of alternating
current of that frequency. This eiqplains the great
sensitivity of the tuned vibration galvanometer.

When, however,^£u2Am = kA then
(
27r/)® = ifc/m

but this is the resonant frequency of the wire, therefore,
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when the frequency of the alternating current is the

same as the frequency of the wire, there is no iu-

temal force apart from the damping and the current

leads by - on the diqjlaoement. This is shown in
A

Pig. 6.

If the applied frequency be raised above, the resonant

frequency of the wire then cu^mA is greater than /;A,

Pig. 0.—^AppIiThid PaaQuaNOY Pxcsbds RasoNAjn? Pbhqtjhnoy
OB' THH WlBEl ; OuaaHNT Lhadb by Mobb than

7r/2 OH THB Dihplaohmiint

and the condition of affairs is as shown in Pig. 6. The
angle a between the current and the displ^ement is

TT
now greater than — and approaches tt as the frequency

becomes higher.

Magnitude of the Prictional Force ; Damping. So
far nothing has been said about the magnitude of the
frictional force as compared with the control force.

As the control force is independent of the frequency,
and the frictional force varies with the frequency, the
magnitude of the frictional force has to be dejSned at
some definite frequency and from that the coefficient

p deduced.

The maximum value of the frictional force is

copA where A is the maximum displacement.
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If Q)pA were made equal to A;A when AA = cu^A,
then at this, the resonant frequency of the wire

—

cop =

and p =
k

A k

or p^ = km.

At the resonant frequency of the wires, since the
control and inertia forces are equal and opposite, the
only internal force is the frictional force which—at
this frequency—^has been made equal to the control
force. This has to be balanced by the force due to
the current jn the wire, therefore, the current required
will just have the same value as would be required to
overcome the control force if the frictional and inertia
forces were entirely absent, and the maximum dis-

placement A due to a current I sin co will be equal to
the steady deflection due to a current I. That is,

the deflection for a very low frequency and for the
resonant frequency of the wire will be the same.

This would correspond, in Fig. 4, to having all the
vectors AA, tticu^A and pcoA of equal length at the
resonant frequency of the wire.

This value of the frictional force has some merits
in practice, and has been advocated as it gives prac-
tically the correct amplitude of deflection for moder-
ately low frequencies, and for frequencies near the
resonant frequency of the wire.

In general practice, however, the frictional force

is made twice aa great, i.e. p = 2 = 2com, so as to
make the instrument what is known as “ critically

damped or “ dead beat.” Under these conditions.
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for a sudden inoreaae or decrease of the current, the
deflection of the wire will just be increased or decreased
in a corresponding degree, without any overshooting
of the flnal value. Any decrease in frictional force
below that corresponding to “ critical damping ”

would cause overshoot.*

Time
DisvLA.aHuvmNT-Trjsoi Ctraviis CoBHDfflpoNDmG to

Vahious DHGKHaa op Dampino

[e) Damping leas than the oritloal value
; overshoot ooouie

lig.^ 7 shows three curves corresponding to three
conditions of the frictional or damping force. Curve
7(a) is for a dampiog force very much greater than
critical and the deflection only attains to the value A^,
which it should have for the current i, after a com-
paratively loi^ time. Curve 7(6) shows the damping
force just at its critical value, the deflection attaining
its final value in minimum time but without over-
footing. Finally, curve 7(c) shows the damping
force less than critical and the deflection of the wire
overshoots its final position by about 37 per cent.
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In Fig. 7(c) the wire does not come to rest when it

returns to the value A^, corresponding to the current i,

but oscillates about that value. The rate at which
these oscillations die away is so rapid, for any prac-
tical value of damping, that it is only the first over-
shoot that is observable. Thus, if the first overshoot

Fio. 8 .—Showiko Raped Cbshation op Osoielations
CONBBQTrHIKT UPON OVBBaHOOOINQ

represents 3 per cent of the total deflection, the over-
shoot on the opposite side of the final position is 3 per
cent of 3 per cent, or less than one in a thousand. Even
when the first overshoot is as much as 20 per cent,
corresponding to about half critical damping, the
second overshoot (towards the zero value of current)
is only 4 per cent, and the third is less than 1 per cent.

This is shown in Fig. 8 where, in the left-hand dia-
gram, the time base is shown to a ve^ large scale.

Thus, if the wire had a natural frequency of 6000 per
sec. when damped, the complete oscillation occupies
a distance of about 2.6 cms. in the left-hand diagram.
Fig. 8, and takes ^Vit of s* soc- In practice the time
basis is seldom greater than 400 cm. per sec., and the
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graphio representation of the curve to thia usual
scale ifl shown in the right-hand diagram, !F^. 8. It
is seen that the overshoot, instead of being a rounded
curve, now appears as a very sharp peak and, in a time
equal to sec., the deflection has practically attained
its normal value.

It wiU he seen from the above considerations that an
oscillograph, to give a reasonably true record, must
have (a) its natural frequency high compared with the
frequency it is desired to observe

; and (6) it must be
strongly damped or bi^ed by a frictional force at
least equal to the control force at its own natural
frequency, when it is called upon to record sudden
changes in current.

Motion and Dynamics of a Vibrating Uniform Wire.
There are some fundamental relations of a simple

Motion a Vibbaung Untfobm Wtp.ui jg
EvUBTWHHttB PhBPHNUIODIAB to Tsa Mthatj

PoamoN

vibrating wire which it is desirable to establish. If a
wire be stretched between two points P and Q, Fig. 9,
and be made to vibrate between the extreme positions,

and then, if there is no longitu-
dinal movement along the wire, the path of move-
ment of every point on the wire will be at right angles
to the mean position of the wire PdefQ, and a point
on the wire, say c,.wiU have a path e Cj.

n the displacement of the wire at the centre = A and
if it be assumed for the present that the curve of the
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wire when at its TnaxiTniiTn displacement is repre-

sented by A sin where x is the distance from P

along the wire and I the length of the wire, then the

displacement at {x -j- dx) from P = A sin (a: -f- da:)

The slope of the wire at distance x from P
. TT 7T= A^ cos X:^

;

V If

and the slope of wire at distance a; + da;

77 77= A- cos {x da;,) y.
y If

The angle between the two slopes when the latter

are small

—

= A^ |oos a;“ cos (a; da;)

^ j

'H'
A"\ J • 77. ,,= A- ] cos 35 y

- 008 X- cos dxj + sm a;- sm da; -
V L If L r!

When da; is so small that cos = 1 and sin da;-
Z Z

= dx-
l

In Fig. 10 there are tangents drawn to the wire

corresponding to the ordinates at x and x -f- dx, and
shown as Pi and Pg

;
the angle between these tangents

is that given above.

There is a force acting along these tangents equal to
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the tension T in the wire, and the resultant of these
two tensions is the force accelerating the element of
the wire dx to the mean position.

When two equal forces act at a smaU angle to each
other the resultant can be shown to be equal to one of

Q
10.—Illustbatino thb OoNDmoNs nr a Shobt
ETJPMTffNrr OP A VlBHATINO UnIPOBM Wmni

the forces times the angle between them. In the
above case the force on the element of the wire will be

sin a:- dynes
. (i)

The mass of the wire is m per unit length, hence the
mass of length dx — mdx.

dxTL{^\\m:Z
The a-cceleration = —

-

mdx

and the displacement of the wore = A sin a?—
If

Therefore / = —
m A sm £c-

L

Where ml — Id — total mass of the wire.

(
2

)
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From eqn. (1), tlie restoring force on unit length of
‘

a stretched wire at any portion of its length is

2 TT

^‘(r)
sm Xy,

L

but A sin x— is the displacement at that portion,

therefore the restoring force per unit length is

times the displacement.

From eqn.
( 2), the frequency of vibration of the

. .IT
^ 2V IM ^ usual expression for a

stretched wire.

In the above it has been assumed that the resultant
force acts at every point on the wire directly at right
angles to the mean position and this is generally very
nearly true for any practical ampHtude of vibration.

It has also been assumed that the displacement
curve is sinusoidal and it is evident that tTn’a niust be
true if there is no control on the wire apart from the
tension in the wire itseh. Any departure from a
sinusoidal curve would mean that portions of the wire
would be experiencing a greater or smaller force than
would be required to give them the necessary accelera-

‘

tion for the same frequency at every point on the
wire. As long as the wire vibrates as a whole and does
not give out overtones, and as long as the rigidity of
the wire is not appreciable, compared with the force
due to the tension, the displacement along the wire is

sinusoidal.

Conditions oi Vibration in a Loaded Wire. When
the wire is loaded in the middle a new condition of
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affairs exists and, to find the frequency of vibration,
it will be assumed that when the wire is loaded it is

also shortened as shown in Fig. 1 1 so that its frequency
of vibration remains the same as before.

Let Zj = the length of the loaded wire
; and A = the

maximum deflection of unloaded wire. If be
the weight applied at the middle of the wire then, as

Fig. iiA.

Fio. 11. ^UnIPOBM AMD LoADHD WlBBlS OF EqUAL
Fbbquhn’oy of VrsaATioN

c

the frequency does not vary with the amplitude of

vibration, can be given as maximum displacement

equal to A sin
77

where x = h
2

’

The load and the point / will then be vibrating
with equal amplitude and equal frequency, therefore
the portion of the loaded wire will vibrate in an
exactly similar way to the portion df of the unloading
wire.

The acceleration of a unit length m, near will
be the same as if it were in the unloaded wire, and will

be

The .acceleration of is
2T am a— —,

{see Fig. 115
).
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but Bin a = tan a, when a is small
; and tan a or the

slope of the wire at is equal to A ^ 00s a: hence—
b I

acceleration of =
2rA^oos*y

L I

FI (4 )

^234 5 6 -7
—

ofwire,

Fio. 12.—Eitbiot o? Loadino on thb Pbbqttbnoy op
Vibration op a Wirb

The acceleration of and of the smaU portion near
it bemg equal, we may equate the expressions (3) and
(4); i.e.

77
am X - 2^ A^oo8a;y

I L

M.
77 2 Jfl

. . tan X — = - —
I IT M o

. (6)

where Jfj is the total mass of the longer (and unloaded)

8—(5897)
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For different values of x can be found, and

2x = Ihe length of the shorter -wire. Khowing this,
the weight of the short wire can be found and it is
the ratio of the added weight to the weight of the
short wire that is called the loading.
i^amst this loading it is only necessary to' plot the

ratio l-fl since the frequency of vibration of an unloaded
wire is inversely proportional to the length, and such
a curve is shown in Fig. 12.

It can be shown that, where the loading is small
^Frequency of loaded wire _ Weight of wire
Frequency of unloaded wire ~ Weight of wire + load

Thus, for a loading weight equal to 20 per cent of
the weight of the wire this gives a frequency of vibra-
tion equal to 83 ’3 per cent of the frequency of the
unloaded wire, whereas the true value is 84 per cent
nearly.

From the two equations (2) and (6) it is possible to
obtain by deduction the frequency of any stretched
wire when loaded, or of a bifilar system with a mirror
placed across it, as long as the torsional forces are
small compared with the tensional forces.



CHAPTER n
typbs of oscillographs

l^thoven String Oscillograph (or Galvanometer).
mstruinent was used originaJly at lower than

what might be called osoillographio frequencies, but
with improvements in

its construction it has
been used for higher
and higher fre-
quencies. It consists

essentially of a con-
ducting fibre or wire
stretched in a strong

magnetic field and
differs nothing in

principle from the
simple wire we have
been considering in
the previous chapter.

In practice, the fibre

is made very fine, a

Fio. 13 .—Diaqbammatio Hbfbsi-
SENTATION OB' THBl EuTTHOVBIN

Stbiko Galvanoaebteib

diameter of 0'02 mm. or less being common when it is

made of silver or tungsten and a diameter of 0-002 to
0-003 mm. when it is made of silvered glass.

In Eig. 13 is shown a diagrammatic -view of a fibre
mounted in a strong magnetic field, with one system
of lens for strongly iliummating the fibre from some
suitable source of illumination, such as an arc lamp,
an over-run '' gasfiUed ” lamp, or ft Pointolite lamp’

2
^
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I

and with a second system
of lens for observing the
movement or projecting

the movement on to a
screen or photographic
plate. Such a lens syatpim

for illuminating and ob-
serving a fibre of 0*003

mm. diameter is really

a mioroscopej and the
optical arrangemen^ts

normally recommended
by the Cambridge Instru-

'ment Co. are shown in

Kg. 14 where the piag-
nets are omitted for the
sake of clearness.

A Pointofite lamp is

used as the source of

illnmination and the
light from this is con-
centrated on the fibre by
the main and substage
condensers. An image
of the illuminated fibre

is projected by means of
the objective and eye-

piece on to the screen or

photographic plate.

In 'the absence of any
further lenses this image
would appear as a bright

Pjrgul^ pO'toh with
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fibre abowing as a vertical black line across it as shown
in Fig. 16(a). In order that very rapid movements of
the fibre may be observed, this vertical black line
must be reduced practically to a point and tbiH is done
by two cylindrical lenses with their axes horizontal.

(a) (b) (c)
Fio. 16.—IiiiitraTHATiNO thb RsiDucmoN op thbi

Image op a Ftbeb to a Point

The first cylindrical lens reduces the circle of light
to an ellipse as shown in Fig. 15(6), and this is reduced
by a second cylindnoal lens to a bright illuminated
line, shown dotted in Fig. 16(c), with the fibre showing
as a black spot on this line.

Movements of the fibre result in proportional move-
ments of the black spot along the illuminated line, and
the lens system is such that the movement of the
fibre is magnified 600 to 600 times on the plate.
With any particular fibre, the sensitivity of the

instrument for steady current conditions depends
solely on the tension and, as the mass per unit length
is very small, the tension need not be high for moderate
frequencies.

Thus, for a silver wire O'02 mm. in diameter to have
a frequency of 100 per sec. when its total length is

10 cm. we must have a tension given by

—

T = 4:PIM.
where M is the total mass of the wire

= 3'3 X 10’^ grams.
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^ = 4 X 10* X 10 X 3-3 X 10-^ dynes.
= 132 dynes = 0‘136 gram.

The force.on unit length at the centre of the wire ia—
'TT ® iAT% = — B.

. 10

where A = dlaplacement of the wire, in cm.
T = tension, in dynes
I = length of wire, in cm.
i = current, in A

and B = strength of magnetic field, in lines per
sq. cm.

Suppose the deflection on the screen is 1 mm. and
the magnMoation is 600, then the actual movement of
the wire is cm. Hence

—

132 r = B
(10) » 10

and, if H = 20,000 hnes per sq. cm., then

—

i = 1-076 X 10-BA.

It is seen, therefore, that such an instrument gives
roughly 1 mm. deflection for a current of 1^ when
the tension is adjusted to give a natural frequencv of
100 per sec.

The damping or frictional force due to the move-
ment of the wire in air is, however, too small to make
the instrument anywhere near dead beat and it is
only silvered glass fibres of about 0-0026 mm. diameter
that are critically damped or dead beat at this fre-
quency.

There are many oases in practice where an instru-
ment of the above sensitivity is very useful, even at
commercial frequencies, as the errors introduced
owing to the frequency of the measuring oscillograph
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oan be compensated, or the residte corrected, as shown
in Chapter IV.

To raise the natural frequency of the ^hove instru-
ment to 1000 per sec. would require the tension to be
increased to 100 times the former vaLcfe, i.e. to 13* 6
grams, which would be over the safer stress for tbiH

size of silver wire.

The length of the fibre can be shortened without
loss of sensitivity and without altering the frequency
of vibration as, from the equations already given, it

oan be shown that the current required to give a
deflection of A cm. is

—

40 TT* A ^ A.
jD

where m is the mass per unit length of the wire.
Therefore the length of the wire does not affect the

sensitivity theoretically, as long as the portion of the
magnet out away to accommodate the lenses of the
microscope does not form an appreciable portion of
the length of the fibre.

In practice, when the fibre is short, this inoperative
portion of the fibre becomes very important and
lengths shorter than 6 cm. are seldom used. With
this length frequencies of 1000 are quite possible, and
even frequencies of 2000 per sec. with phosphor
bronze wire.

To obtain a photographic record of the movement
of the dark image made by the fibre it is necessary to
move a photographic plate or film at right angles to
the illuminated line along which the dark image of the
fibre moves and to exclude from the plate aU other
appreciable sources of light. A special camera is used
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to give an even speed to the plate and to out off stray-

light.

The last oylindrical lens is generally graduated
vertically in miUimetres so that "these hues appear as

faint white horizontal hnes on the negative. There is

also what is known as a time marker, which periodic-

ally outs off the whole of the light for a very short

interval of time. This gives a vertical whi-te hne on
the negative and, as this cutting off can be arranged to

take place at equal intervals, the plate is divided up
in-to equal time intervals and thin faoili-fca-fces precision

in -the measuremen-ts of quantities from the plate.

Fig. 16 is reproduced from such a plate sho-wing

records of the voltage given by a normal heart between :

(I) The right arm and left arm
; (11) The right arm

and left leg
;
and (HI) The left arm and right leg.

The scale of ordinates is 1 mm. = whilst the
abscissae are fifths and twenty-fifths of a second for

the "thick and thin lines respectively.

This reproduction illustrates very well the pre-
cision of the instrument for comparatively low fre-

quency measurements. Its range can be extended up
to a higher frequency when the electrical method of
damping is used.

The record reproduced in Fig. 16 was taken with a
silver glass fibre, but very fine silver, aluminium or
tungsten "wire can be used.

Fig. 17 sho"ws "two records taken "wi'th an Ein-thoven
galvanome"ter where "the frequency was increased up "to

600 per sec. This record was "taken on an ordinary
cinematograph film running at a speed of 200 cm. per
sec. The first portion {a) is a record of swi"tohing on
a current when "the damping is "that due "to air only.

1
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The second portion (6) is a record of switching o£E a
current when the instrument is damped by connecting
a resonant shunt in parallel with it as described later.
It will be seen that the free vibrations are wiped out
in the second case.

Fig. 17.—RHooHDa of Maxing and Bhhaxinq a Oxbotht
traiNO AN Einthovnn QaIiVanomhtbib

Blondsl Bifllar OscillograiXdi. Blondel showed that
with a moving coil galvanometer, having a cod sus-
pended by two wires in tension, the sensitivity, at a
given frequency, was increased as the number of turns
on the cod was reduced, and reached a maximum
when the cod ” reached its elemental form of a
single loop of wire stretched in a magnetic field with
an indicating mirror placed across the loop.
Such a galvanometer or oscdlograph is shown in

18 where a loop of wire ah cdi& shown stretched
across two bridge pieces and placed in the field due to
the magnetic N.S.
A current passed through the loop, up on one side and

down the other, causes one wire to be deflected away
from the observer and the other towards the observer.
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The relative movement of the wires is iadioated by the
mirror Jf, stuck across the wires at their middle point
and, within hmits, the closer the wires are together, the
greater the angular deflections of the mirror.
The spot of light reflected from the mirror will move

through 4 ^ times the distance moved by one of the

wires
; where X is the distance of

the scale frqm the mirror, and D is

the distance apart of the wires.
In practice, a distance apart of

the wires less than 0*30 mm. is rarely
possible, and a distance L greater
than 60 cm. is seldom used when the
mirror across the wires is very small.
This gives a maximum ratio of move-
ment of spot to movement of wire of
6600—or eleven times the magnifi-
cation obtained by the Einthoven
galvanometer using a magnification of 600—but this
advantage is reduced owing to the mirror requiring a
much heavier wire to cany it, and owing to the greater
tension required by the heavier wire and its mirror
load to bring the frequency up to the same value as in
the Einthoven instrument.

/''K
Fia. 18 .—Diagbam-
MATIO RoarPHHHHNTA-
TION OB BiFJXAB
OsCILIA)GRAPH

Eor very feeble currents and comparatively low fre-
quencies the advantage is altogether with the
Einthoven galvanometer, whereas at high frequencies
and comp^atively large currents the advantage is
with the bifilar oscillograph.

DampiTLg. Starting with the bifilar arrangement
shown in Eig. 18, the first consideration is how to
secure efficient damping.
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For low fre(ju6noies there is no difficulty, as immers-
irig the wires and mirror in oh of a medium viscosity
can be arranged to give all the damping required.
For high frequencies, however, the damping force

required is very great and, to secure a sufficient force,
Duddell used strips instead of wires and placed them
in narrow channels cut in the magnetic circuit with a

narrow tongue of iron between the

Duddell Bifllar Oscillograph.
The general arrangement of tbia

Brass^ instrument is shown in cross sec-

Fiq. 19 .

by Fig. 19, where Q is the
CBoss-sDcmoNAi, Plan tongue of soft iron placed between

Aih-oap in a Ddddkll strips S 8. The clearance
OaotLLOQHAPH betwecu the sides of the strips

and the channels in which they
are placed m so small that when the whole space is
filled wi^ oil there is a very considerable force opposing
any rapid movement of the wires, and sufficient damp-
ing force is obtained. The tongue is cut away at the
middle of the strips to allow the mirror to be placed
across the strips.

Generally a second element or loop is placed in the
same magnetic circuit and close to the first element, so
that the two can be illuminated from the same source

^preferably an arc lamp.
A complete Duddell oscillograph with two elements,

as made by the Cambridge Instrument Co., is
shown in Fig. 20, where C is an electromagnet for
producing a very powerful field between the pole
pieces 8 8. The two loops are mounted on indepen-
dent frames, so that each can be rotated through a
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smaJl angle by a sorew L auffioiently to bring the light
spots reflected from the mirrors together on the
^reen or plate and coincident with the spot reflected

a small mirror placed between the two vibrators.
Wi^ the two elements it is possible to obtain two

^ords ^ult^eously on one plate, e.g. the current
owing in a circuit and the pressure across any part

of It, but great care has to be exercised that the differ-
ence in electrical potential between the two loops is

^0 ge for, owing to the minute clearances between
the moving strips and the iron, there is always a
danger of a breakdown and consequently disaster to
the movements.
The smtching arrangements must also be such that

the opening of any switch does not allow a difference ofpotenM to exist between the two elements. Generally
speakmg~and always when fairly high frequency
currents are being investigated—the iron case of the
magnet should be connected to the common point of^e two strips, so as to prevent the flow of current from
the edge of the strip to the iron frame.

nine-tenths of aU the breakdowns
of Duddell oscillographs are due to failure to take these
precautions.

In the particular model illustrated in Pig. 20 the
frequency of the vibrating system is about

10,000 per s^. when undamped, that is without oilm the damping chamber, the tension on each loon
being 100 grams or 60 grams per strip. The size of
mirror is 0-3 x 1-0 mm.
When the damping oil is introduced the frequenov

of vibration of this instrument in common with aUoU-damped osoillographs is reduced, even when the
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v^oaity of lie oil is muoli less than would give
efficient damping, and a^art altogether from the lowering
of the frequency due to damping.m reason for this is that a body in motion in a
flmd has energy stored in virtue of its velocity equal
to J-WiVi® + where is the mass and
Vi ^e velocity of the body itself

; m^ is the mass and
Ua the velocity of any small portion of the fluid put in
motion by the movement of the body

; and J 2*m « v. *
IS the total energy stored in all the fluid by virtue of
its motion.

In practice it is found that the effective frequency
niay be reduced by as much as 33 per cent, corre-
sponding to an increase of effective mass of about 130
per cent, and as the specific gravity of the oil is about
one-tenth that of the phosphor bronze strips, the
volume of oil put in motion by the strips is some
tiurt^n times the volume of the strips themselves.

This reduction of effective frequency, to 0-66 of the
frequency when not immersed, reduces the " factor of
ment ” of the instrument to 43 per cent of what it is
undamped and, in addition it introduces an uncer-^ty as to what should be oaUed the “natural”
frequency of the instrument.
Superimposed on this uncertainty is that due to the

change of viscosity of the oil caused by change of
temperature

; this change of viscosity alters the
doping coefficient so that the theoretical correction
of the record from an oil-damped instrument is a matter
of doubt.

^ practice a correction for the magnitude of the
deflation of ^ osoiUograph can always be obtained
if there is a high frequency alternator available for, if
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a constant onrrent be kept flowing through the instru-

ment, and the frequency of the current be varied then
a curve can be drawn showing the factor at each fre-

quency by which the deflection must be multiplied

to make it equal to the deflection at very low
frequencies.

The correction for phase or time displacement of the
deflection from the current producing it is not so easy
to determine. If, however, a second oscillograph be
available from which the damping oil can be removed
then, if the oscillographs have the same current
passed through them in series, their records being
taken on the same plate, the phase displacement of
the damped record can be compared with the un-
damped at the whole range of frequency of the instru-
ments, and as the phase displacement of the undamped
instrument can be easily calculated from its constants,
the phase displacement of the record of the damped
oscillograph from the actuating current can be
calculated.

It may be said, however, that for ordinary com-
mercial work, where harmonics up to an • absolute
frequency of 1000 per sec. are concerned, no correction
is necessary for the above instrument at its normal
frequency.

As the size of the mirror in this particular type of
instrument is very small it is necessary to illuminate
the mirrors by means of an arc lamp, particularly
when photographic records are to be taken. The
es^ntial arrangement of the optical system as used for
this and most other oscillographs is shown m Fig. 21.
The light from an arc lamp is focussed so as to illumin-
ate strongly a narrow yertioal slit, this slit the
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light passes to the oscillograph mirror through a
plano-convex lens and from the oscillograph mirror
bask again through the plano-convex lens to a cylin-
drical lens, with its axis horizontal, on to a screen or
photographic plate.

If it were not for the cylindrical lens an image of
the aht would be thrown on the screen by the plano-
convex lens in front of the oscillograph, and the slit

Arc

Condenser
^ano-Convex Len,

Focus

OscIHo^aph
Mirrors

Cylindrical Lens

Fio. 21 .—^Diaobammaoio RmPBjaiaBiNTATioN or thbj Optioai
StSTHIM or AN OaOELIiOGRAPH

and the screen would be conjugate foci for a lens of
twice the strength of the plano-convex lens since, in
the present case, the light traverses the lens twice.
Thus if the screen and the slit were equidistant from
the lens then an image of the same size as the slit
would be formed. If the slit were Jmm. wide and 10
mm. high an image ^ mm. wide and 10 mm. high would
be given. Such an image would be useless for recording
rapid oscillations and it is therefore reduced in height
by the cylindrical lens.

If the focal length of the cylindrical lens be, say,
8 cm. and the distance of the lens from the sHt measured
al^ the light path be 100 cm., then the image of the
slit is reduced in height to 0-8 mm. and the spot of

4—(6897)
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light on the wreen is neaxty a round dot when a certain
ftmount of dispersioii is aJlcwcd. for.

Other Bifllar Instnunenta. Bifilar oscillographs of
the same general type as the above are made by

Ca^entier (Paris), and Siemens & Halske (Berlin),
whilst three-element oscillographs are made by the
General ElecMc Co. of America, and by the Westing-
house Electric & Manufacturing Co. The firm last
mentioned has developed a type for use in conjunction
with an overrun tungsten lamp. This lamp is of the
low-voltage, high-current type with a very concen-
trated filament and it is overrun by about 60 per cent
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ti!
jost at the moment of tjtMnf;

the photographic record on the film. ^ the

““"““J ’voltage, the

Bft T«.
would be extremely short were the

60^ cent excess voltage allowed to persist. It is

IB only sJlowed during the time the shutter of the

OaftUftidea Inttrummt Oo., Ltd.
Fio. 23.;^HOwiNa thh Rush of Gubkeint aitd Rinm owVOLTAGH WHBN SWITCHING ON A PhHDBIB

^

camera m open, and the switching on of the lampand the open^ of the shutter are arranged tooperate from the motor that drives the film, whilstthe closing of the shutter opens the switch in^lamp circuit.
®

•
also have the three elements

micanite sheets, andthis is a distinct advantage,
lie tl^ reproductions shown in Kgs. 22-24 aretypical of toe records obtained with a DuddeU bifilar^filograph. Kg. 22 shows toe effect of resonancT^^

® converter; Kg.
33 shows the rush of ourrent wd rise of voltage at toe
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moment of smtohing on a feeder
;
and Fig. 24 shows

the fluctuations produced by sparking at the switch

contacts at the moment of switching off.

P. D. . 'Current
\- i \:

I'l
> « '•

I'i V y * J*

'v. ’a 'L '}.

Bv eaurUaif of Oambridoe Irutnmmt Qo., Ltd.

Fig. 24.—Showing thh Fluctuations Caused by Spabkinq
AT THE Contacts when Switohino oep a Fbdbideb

Blondel Moving Iron Oscillograph. This oscillo-

graph, although practically displaced by the bifilar

type for general work, has possibilities for special

oases, particularly where a
small current at a high volt-

N 3^6 iias to be investigated^ and where the current senei-

tivity of the bifilar instru-

Fig. 26,—PiAGHAMTvfATia mout is not high enough.

Blondel Moving Ihon
.

^ moving portion of the
OsciLLOGBAPH oscillogTaph is a narrow iron

strip placed between the
pointed magnetsN and as shown in Fig. 26. This strip
is kept in tension by means of a spiral spring as in the
bifil^ oscillograph and there is at the same time a very
considerable control due to the magnetic field, this acting
eo as to keep the strip parallel to the lines of force.

‘.r'

790

N

Bjefbesentation op the
Blondel Moving Iron

OsciLLOGBAPH
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There are two coils CG placed, one on either side of
the moving iron strip and with their axles at right
angles to the strip and to the lines of force* These coils
produce a field at right angles to the main field and
cause a slight swing of the Ttrji.in field clockwise or
anti-clockwise, depending on the direction of this new
field. The iron strip always turns to lie along the
resultant field, and as long as the defiection is tnall
the angular movement of the strip is proportional to
the strength of the auxiliary field, and therefore to the
current in the coils.

These coils can he wound with a few turns to carry
a large current or with many turns to carry a very
small current. In the latter case the current sensi-
tivity can be made very large. When the cofis are
wound with many turns their self-induction becomes
very large, especially with some of the finer wires now
available, but as long as a large enough swamping
resistance can be introduced, as on a high voltage
system, this is not a serious disadvantage.
The deflection is indicated by a hthhI] ruirror stuck

on to the iron stnp and the light passes to the mirror
through the hollow front coil. Damping is by means
of oil as in the bifilar oscillograph.

In practice it is necessary to use a correction curve
obtained by a high-frequency alternator as with the
bifilar instrument for the reasons explained on page
30, and also for the following additional reasons

—

(1) The efieotive self induction, the self capacity,
and the resistance of the coils vary with the frequency
owing to the shunting effect of the capacity from turn
to turn and of the capacity from the turns to the iron

;

this alters the effective impedance of the coil.
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(2) The shuntiiig effect of the tum to turn capacity
alters the effective ampere-turns on the coil for a given
current flowing in the external circuit.

These latter effects can be quite appreciable at the
higher frequencies but, where a correction has to be
applied, it is not of great importance what particular
factor is greatest ia causing distortion. The total
percentage reduction in the higher harmonics ia the
important thing to be considered, and if this reduction
be large the magmtude of the harmonics in the wave
may be so small, compared with the fundamental,
that its accurate determination is not possible.

Irwin Hot-wire Oscillograph. Up to the present
we have been considering instruments in which the
deflection within definite limits is proportional to the
current and approximately in phase with it.

The hot-wire oscillograph belongs to a class in which
the deflection ia not proportional to the current flowing
thro^h the instrument, but the latter can be arranged
to give a record of the pressure across a circuit or the
current flowing in a circuit.

To adapt a hot-wire instrument for use as an oscillo-
graph it is first necessary to make it polarized, so that
when the direction of the current reverses, the direction
of the deflection is also changed. The method of
doing this is shown in Fig. 26, where two fine wires
CD and EF are connected in such a way that a con-
stant direct c^nt from the battery B can flow
through them in parallel as shown by the arrows h b.

This current heats both wires equally and if the latter
be pufled bdck by equal tensions at their middle point
the mirror m placed across the wires will not deflect.

If, however, a current from an external source be
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sent through, the wires in series as shown by the arrowB
a a, then this current will oppose the current in the

left-hand wrire and increase the current in the right-hand

R
wire. If the resistance of each wire be r then —

i?! -f- r

of the current flows through each wire. The rate at
which heat is given to the

left-hand wire is equal to

the product of the square of

the current multiplied bv the

resistance = ( a ——= 6 1 r.

Similarly, the rate at which
heat is given to the right-hand

wire is FIQ. 26. IliLtrSTBATINO

(

Method op Poi^AHiziNa

^ Ri
I t \ Ibwin Hot-wxee

® "r 0
J

f . OsorOLOGBAPH

The difference between these two rates is equal to

—

- 4 abr

and this expression shows that the difference between
the rates of heating is proportional to the external
current a, for aJl the other terms are constant. The
difference will be positive or negative according to the
direction of current and the direction of deflection of

the mirror will therefore change for a change in the
direction of the current.

As, however, the wires have a deflnite amount of

thermal capacity they do not reverse their tempera-
ture difference immediately the current reverses, aud
this introduces a time lag between the current and the
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resulting deflection, but by means of the arrangements
now to be described {see Figs. 27, 28) it is possible to
overcome all difficulties arising from this cause.

TJae of Hot-wire OacHLograph to Measure Voltage.
Refeiring to Fig. 27, the polarized wires CD and FE
are connected in series with a condenser K across the
terminals AH

;
and the condenser K is shunted by a

Fig. 27.—Illustbahno AaBANOBMUNT of thb Ibwiw
HoT-WIRB! OSGILLOGaAPH: FOB. MSAStTBLN’O VOLTAQH

BBTWBBIN A AUn B

resistance R^. Then, by suitable adjustment of the
constants of the circuit, it is possible to obtain a
deflection proportional to the pressure applied between
the points A, B.

Suppose for simplicity that all the current flowing
through the condenser and through the resistance

Ri flows through the wires CD and EF and that the
voltage lost in the wires is small compared with that
across the condenser and its shunted resistance R^.
The current flowing into the condenser at any

• TTmoment is — where F is the instantaneous value
at

of the voltage across AB (and also across K approx.)
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The ourrent flowing through the resistance is

V—
;

therefore the total ourrent through the wires is

dt

The diflerenoe between iihe rates of heating of the

two wires is, as shown above, + 4 abr —

and this equals 4 abr very nearly when the term

J?! + r

B,

.

^
IS nearly unity. Substituting for a, the difference

between the rates of heating of the wires is given by

—

4 br

(
dt^ B^)

When a wire receives heat at a steady rate then its

temperature is raised until the loss of heat just
balances the gain, but, until this happens, the heat is

used up in two ways
: part is stored at a rate propor-

dT
tional to -

3
—^ m H,

;

at
and the rest is wasted by

radiation and is equal to E
;
where T-^ is the tem-

perature m the mass, Hg the speoifio heat in Joules,

and E the emissivity of the wire in joules per sec.

dT.
Thus, -

3
— m Hg-\- E T-^ is the rate at which the

dT
energy is received by one wire ; and * mH. + E

dt

is the rate at which the energy is received by the
second wire. The difference between these two rates

is the difference between the rates at which the wires
receive electrical energy from the ourrent a.
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Therefore{
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d{T,-T,)
mH, + E{T^-T^)

dt
^

= 4br jX — -I-
—I

I
dt

which may be written for aimplioity

—

*1 d^ + ^%{Tx-T^ = Tc^— -\- JcfV.

k k
Suppose we make ~ ^ then, since the equation

AJj iC^

holds under all conditions, it will now hold both when
dv

_— IS large and when it is zero. When — is zero

—

r. dt

=p (1)

and, when — is very large, so that the terms h^V and

(^1 “ 2^i) are negligibl

,,
d(T^-T^)

,
dv

It

dt

k^ dv

kjdt k^ dt
(
2

)

From eqns. (1) and (2) respectively it will be seen
that the current flowing through the shunt resistance

is sufficient to maintain the wires at a difference

k
of temperature equal to

I and, if the voltage

, - dv
changes for any reason at any rate —

, the current
at

flowing into the condenser is able to change the differ-

£ . ,
d {T-, — T^) kt dv

dt k^ dt

'

This means that the temperature changes are exactly
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in phase with the voltage and. this difference of tem-
h

perature is always equal to so that the difference

of temperature of the wires is a measure of the voltage
between A and B.

The ratio of ^3 to is the time constant of the con-
denser K when shunted by the resistance

\
and the

ratio of to Ag is the thermal time constant of the
wires. It is therefore necessary to make the time
constant of the condenser equal to that of the wires
and it is easy to adjust the resistance R^ so that this
is attained.

As long as wires of the same diameter and material
are used in the same medium (generally oU) the ratio

oi K to - remains constant. The value oi K R for

the normal instrument as made by The Cambridge
Instrument Co. is 0'007.

Use of Hot-wire Oscillograph to Measure Current. To
enable the instrument to indicate the instantaneous
current flowing iu a circuit it is necessary to have the
current flowing in the oscillograph proportional to

diM R% where i is the current flowing in the cir-M
cult and — is the thermal tinp constant of the wires,

0’007 as above. To obtain this value for the current
in the oscfllograph itself the instrument is shunted
across a resistance R in the main circuit and the
secondary ^ of a quadrature transformer, as shown in
Fig. 28. The mutual induction between the primary
and secondary windings of the quadrature transformer
being equal to M, the voltage applied across the
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(MciHograph. is ti? + -if ^ ; and, as long as E and M
are properly chosen so that the ratio MIR = 0-007, the
deflection of the oscillograph is proportional to the main
current within the definite limits of the instrument.

Goristractional Features of Hot-unre Oscillograph. In
practice it is arranged that the wires C D and F E

Fig. 28.—Illustbattn-g Abbanghmhnt op thb Ibivin
Hot-wirh Oso^ogbaph bob Mbasitbing Qdbbbnt

t nr THH Main Cibouit

double back on themselves so that each is pulliog
against the other and only the difference in their
movements is observed. The arrangement adopted
is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 29 where 0 D O' D'
corresponds to (7 D in Fig, 28, and E F E' F' corre-
sponds "to E F in Fig. 28. If, in Fig. 29, the wires
GD and E F 'be looped together at their centre point
and kept in steady tension than any difference in the
temperature of the two wires will cause a movement
of the wires at the centre towards the right or the left.

Similarly, the extension of the wires G' D' and E' F'
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shown dotted will also produce a movement at their

centre due to the same difference in temperature hut
in an opposite sense, i.e. when the wires nearer the

observer move to the right those behind will move to

the left. This double movement wi
mirror M to deflect and give an
indication of the movement.

Sometimes the current is arranged
to flow only iu the back wires CD
and E' F', corresponding to G D and
E F in. Pig. 28. This is the arrange-

ment used, where the instrument is

immersed in oil and where the heated
oil rising from the front wires across

the mirrorM would cause a blurring

of the spot.

In oases where oil is not used for

damping the movement but only for

cooling the wires the system shown
in Pig. 29 does not carry any current

and is not immersed, but is used fo

movement of the current carrying wires as shown in

Fig. 30. In this case although the hot-wires CG^D^D
and EE-^F-^F are extended above the oil and there

tied together and provided with a mirror as shown, the

portions of the wires out of the oil do not carry any
current, as there are cross wires between G-y and Dy
and also between Fy and Ey

;
see also Pig. 31. With

this arrangement, as the movement is not damped
mechanically, there must be some electrical method of

damping it, or else controlling the blow given to the

wires when the voltage (or current), changes very

cLuickly, To accomplish this, an extra resistance is

cause the small

Fiq. 29.—Illtjs-

THATiNG Method
OE TviNa

TOOBTHHB THE
WiKHS OE AN

Ibwin Hot-wieb
Oboillogbaph

magnifying the
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inserted in the circuit shown in Kg. 27 in series with
the oscillograph and in series with the shunted con-
denser. The effect of this is to slow up any very
rapid changes of voltage across the mains, S, and to

Fio. 30 .—System as m Fig. 29,
BUT NOT SUBMEBUED AND NOT
Cabbyinq Oubbbnt, Used to
Indicate the Movement op

THE Hot Wibes

OP THE WlEHS IN FlO. 30

decrease the maximum current flowing through the
oscillograph into the condenser.

Consider this first from the point of view of change
of frequency. If there be a constant potential between
the points A and B, and if the resistance of the oscillo-
graph be very small, the current flowing into the con-
denser K will be directly proportional to the frequency.
If, however, the osofllograph itself and the abided
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resiatanc© b© in s©ri©s "witli th© oon(i©ns©r th© current
is no long©r proportional to th.© frequ©noy but, as th©
fre(ju©noy is rais©d, th© current tends to a finite value
equal to th© voltage divided by th© sum of th© two resis-
tances, and th© actual value is easily found by means of
vectors.

The ratio of the current so found to the current
that would flow if there were no series resistance for
the condenser is a measure of the reduction of deflec-
tion due to dampmg. There is, however, an increase of
deflection (up to a limit) for an undamped instrument
owing to the control force being opposed by the inertia
forces (see Fig. 4). The product of these two factors
gives the real magnification (or attenuation) for the
partioular damping used.

In the arrangement (Fig. 28) used when investigating
the current flowing in a circuit, the ratio secondary
ampere-turns to the primary ampere-turns on the
quadrature transformer gives a measure of the damping
on the element, it can easily be increased by connecting
a resistance in parallel with the secondary circuit
and across the oscillograph itself—^that is, if th©
resistance of the oscillograph is not low enough to
produce sufficient damping.
Abralifl iTTi Rhoogr&ph. If a moving coil galvano-

meter were used as an oscillograph there would be
very serious errors introduced owing to the inertia
of the coil and the dampmg if this were appreci-
able, but Abraham has succeeded in Tnp.Ving these
effects negligible by introducing new forces to balance
them.

On p. 6 it is shown that, for a simple wire placed
in a magnetic field, there are only four possible forces
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and the sum of these at every instant is equal to zero

thus

—

10

but

B — h A-pv - am = 0

V = -rr- = and a =
dt dt^

rm. x *T»7A d^ ^
Therefore -B-k A— p —— m = 0

10 di ^ dt^

It is obvious that it is only when and ^ are
^ dt dt^

,
iB 10

negligible that — = A A and i = — Ak.

In order that i may always be equal to A ifc weB
have to send two auxiliary currents through the wire

;

the value of the first of these is ^ ^ and the value of

Tfh ^
the second is—

dt^ h

The current through the wire would then be

—

di p dH m
i H + — —

dt h dt^ k

iB
. ^

but since — is a force on the wire it can be eaqiressed

in terms of the control force by /fc Ai where Aj is the

iB
defl.eotion required to give a force — under steady

conditions. Then the total current

di p dH m
i> -\ H —

dtk^dt^ k
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wiU produce an electro-magnetic force

—

hA I

^ k dt h dt^

7 A I
Ai_ M, +— p +_ m

but this force plus( -k A-~ ml = 0
(

dt dt^
)

since the sum of the electro-magnetic and mechanical

Fig. 32. IiiusTaA-TiNG Okb Mhthod ov Comphktsating
FOB IcraBTIA. AND DAMPING m THB AbBAHAM

Rhboobaph

forces must be zero, therefore Aj must always be equal

to A and = k A
; that is, no matter what the

current is at any moment, or how rapidly it is changing,
the deflection will be proportional to it as long as we
are able to arrange that the current through the

rheograph is equal to i 4- ~ f^ dt k^ dt^ k^ 32 one way (although not the original arrange-
ment given by Abraham) of arranging a circuit to
accomplish this is shown, where i is the current m the
main circuit that has to be examined. In this dia-
gram PQ is, say, a wire stretched in a magnetic field
and having a resistance r

\ (7 is a condenser and R a
6—(6887)
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resistanoe in paraUel with, it
; and is a transformer

whioh. must fulfil the oondition that the flux is propor-
tional at every instant to the primary current, so that

induced on the secondary winding is equal

^ ^
'dt

^ mutual induction between the

windings.

To fulfil this oondition the current in the secondary
must be so small that the ampere-tums on the
s^ondary winding are small compared with those on
the primary

; and either there must be no iron in the
magnetic circuit or, if there is, there must be a. large
air gap in the path. A practical value for the secondary
ampere-tums would be about the primary ampere-
tums at the highest frequency it was desired to record,

^y, 1000 per sec. corresponding to the 20th harmonicm a wave of 60 frequency. If great accuracy were
required the ratio of secondary to primary ampere-
tums would have to be made still smaller.

If a steady current i flow in the main circuit, part
of this current will flow through the wire PQ and part
through the secondary of the transformer and the
resistanoe R.

The current in the wire is- f + '^; .and this can

be made practically equal to i.

There is a voltage induced on the secondary of the

transformer equal %o and a current flows from

this winding through R and the wire PQ. The value

of this current is MjJ{R + R^ + r) and is very
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M di
nearly equal ^ ^ when B is large oompared with

JR, and r.

There is also a current flowing from the secondary

d(Mf)
of the transformer = O

;

and, ae long as the

mpedanoe of the condenser is large oompared with
B, and r.

dfuff
\ dt

di
a<= MG —

dt*

Therefore the conditions that have to be established

are that - = |
and that M 0 but it is not

neoessaiy to know p, m, and k, the constants of the
instrument as long as we know its frequency and the
ratio of the actual damping to that required to give
critical damping. It is shown on pp. 11 and 12
that, at the resonant frequency of the instrument, the
control ^d the inertia forces are equal and opposite.
Also, it is shown above that in the expression

. di p dHm
i -1 —

dik^ dt^ 1c

for the actual current through the wire PQ, the flrst
term balances the control force, the second fhe damp-
ing force, and the last the inertia force. Therefore

di* k

at every moment when the instrument is working at
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its own resonant frequency
;

or, writing It. M. 8.
values

—

03^M G A = A

where A is the current in the main circuit then

MG^ —
a)«

If an mstrument be critically damped then, at its

own resonant frequency, the force due to the damping
is twice the control force. Suppose the actual damping

in an mstrument is of that required to give critical

damping, then the mayimum force due to damping
. 2

.

is —th of h, the maximum control force, and the current
^

. 2
required to give this force is -th of the current A in

2 A ^
the mams. Thus, —— = current from the secondary

through the resistance II
j but this secondary current

(o M A
, CO M A

= :^+ i!. + r
” = -R-

Therefore
2 A
n

(o M A . M 2——— and — = — .R R con

To work out an example of applying the above
reasoning to a concrete case, take the Einthoven
string galvanometer mentioned on p. 26 where the
silver fibre is 0*02 mm . diameter, has a resistance of
about 6 ohms, a natural frequency of 100 per sec., and
a damping (say) T^th of critical damping.

If .31 be made small, G has to be large and R small.
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ao it is a matter of oompromise what value to make M.
Suppose ]\d be taken as 0*1 henry, then

MG=~
C =

and R =

10

(2 77 100)2

M can

2

= 26-2 X 10"® farads,

0-1 X 6280
^ = 314 ohms.

Aq Einthoven galvanometer made into an Abraham
rheograph by the mutual induction and the condenser
would retain its current sensitivity at aU frequencies
and vxyuM he with^ distortion if R, and r were made
small compared with the impedance of the condenser.

In the present case the impedance of the condenser
at 1000 frequency would be about 6 ohms and, if
the resistance R, were, say 6 ohms also, the current

flowing into the condenser would only be
^

a/6» + 12®
of what it ought to be to give no change of sensitivity
and no distortion ^that is, the higher harmonics of
frequency about 1000 would be 46 per cent of their
true value.

^ practice, care has to be taken that the resonance
point iu the instrument does not come into the work-
ing range for, although there should be no error intro-
duced at the resonance point if the adjustments be
made correctly, yet at that point we have two currents
of large values which are equal and opposite and two
forces which are equal and opposite, hence any varia-
tion of the natural frequency of the instrument would
upset the balance point and give a deflection much
greater than the true value.
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This is a reason for having fairly heavy damping
as when the instrument is so damped no such irregu-
larity occurs as at the resonance frequency if the
natural frictional force be large. Care has also to be
exercised to avoid electrical resonance but the danger
of this is small, if the mechanical damping be large,

for B is made less as the

mechanical damping in-

creases and this low resist-

ance across the condenser
and the resistance of the wire

r damp out the electrical

oscillations.

Fig. 33 shows an arrange-

ment of a rheograph to

record the instantaneous

value of the pressure across

a circuit A£. In this dia-

gram, r represents the re-
sistance of the instrument itself

j
B, a large series

V
resistance across the mains giving a term — to balanceB
the control force

;
and 0 a condenser which, apart from

the primary of the mutual iuduction, is also practic-

ally across the mains giving a term to balance the
at

damping or frictional force. The primary of the indue-

dv
tanoe has a current C — and, if be the mutual indue-

tion, the current in the secondary \eCM — / (-Sg + r)

;

which is the term that balances the inertia force of
the instrument.

A

B
Fig. 33 .—iLLusTHATiNa thh
USH OB' A. RhBOQHAPH TO

IIhoo:ed THU Instajsttahhotts
Phkssuiih AOBOsa A B
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As the inertia forces can be so easily balanced
Abraham, has made rheographs carry mirrors of
26 sq. mm. area or, say, 80 times the area of those on
the I^ddeU high frequency oscillograph

; and, in the
first instance, the method was applied to a moving
cod galvanometer which shows its possibilities.

Nevertheless, every increase in the inertia force
means corresponding increase in the size of the con-
denser and the mutual inductance and a corresponding
reduction of the sensitivity, and is therefore to be
deprecated.

Electpostatio Oscillograplia. Oscillographs, in which
the deflecting force is the pull of an electrostatic field,
have been used (unpolarized) by Professor Gray, and
polarized by Einthoven, by the author, and by Drs.
Ho and Kato of Tokio University.

Some of the difficulties and successes encountered
during a research extending (although not continuous)
over some seven years are summarized below, partly
to show the convenience of the instrument for some
special problems, and partly to show the difficulties to
be encountered and avoided.

'

All the mechanical problems present in the electro

-

ma^etic oscillograph are also present in the electro-
static instrument, and it is necessary to have the
mechanical frequency high and the damping large if

the instrument is to indicate correctly.

As, however, the maximum electrostatic force
present in air before breakdown occurs is small, it is

generally necessary to immerse the moving parts in
oil for three reasons

: (1) To get a greater electro-
motive force between the plates, owing to the greater
dielectric strength of oil as compared with air

; (2) To
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get a stronger field owing to the specific inductive
capacity being higher; (3) To obtain sufficient
damping.

On the other hand, the introduction of oil into the
field, in addition to increasing the inertia of the moving
part, has the disadvantage that, if it is not perfectly

homogeneous, the oil will

separate under the strong elec-

trostatic field, the oil of higher
dielectric coefficient and greater

conductivity being drawn be-
tween the plates into the
strongest part of the field.

This field also attracts any
particles of dust or foreign

matter and great care has to be
taken to select a pure oil, to
filter into the containing vessel

through dry blotting paper and
to keep it clean. Any accidental

spark between the plates in the oil often upsets the
whole experiment, and the oil may have to be filtered
again or fresh oil used.

Of the polarized instruments, the type used by
the author was that in which a diaphragm made
of very fine gauze, about (90)“ meshes per sq. cm.,
was placed between two inductor plates and the
general arrangement of the instrument is shown in

34, which is a horizontal section through the
instrument.

Two blocks of ebonite and are turned to fit
mto one another as shown. The gauze diaphragm D
is soldered on to a brass ring which fits inside the

Fia. 34.—Sbctionax
Plak op thh Ibwih

ELBOTROSTATtO OSOILLO-
OBAPH
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block 5a and ia pushed in front of the block When
the diaphragm comes up against the annular ring C C,
which is part of the block B^, it is stopped and any
further movement of B^ simply stretches the dia-
phragm and alters its natural frequency. The move-
ment of 5^ relative to 5 j is made by three screws S
placed at 120 degrees round the block Bj^.

The inductor plates, P ^ and Pj, are screwed into the
blocks Pj and B^, and the movement of the diaphragm
D is rendered visible by attaching a piece of silk to it
and bringing this through the hole in the centre of
Pi to one of two cross wires W which are placed
vertically. It is arranged that .this cross wire stands
slightly in front of the parallel wire so that when it is
pulled back by the silk it has a sag which always keeps
the silk taut so that any small movement of the dia-
phragm, back or forward, is communicated to the wire.
If a sm^ mirror be placed across the wires W it will
have a toting movement proportional to the movement
of the diaphragm.

There ^ a number of holes H aU round the block
Pa to facilitate the entrance of oil at the bottom of the
instrument and the escape of air at the top during the
fil^ of^ the instrument, as the presence of even
minute air bubbles between the plates would lead to
local ionization or even breakdown especially where
the gap between the plates and the diaphragm is small,
in some oases about 0*26 mm.
The whole instrument is immersed in a bath of oilm wHch there is a suitable window for allowing of the

iUumination of the mirror very much as shown in
Pig. 20 for the Duddell oscillograph.

The connections of an electrostatic osomograph to
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indioaito pressure are sliown in !Fig. 36, wiiere a battery
of total voltage 2 P is shovm connected across the two
plates of the oscillograph and the source of voltage V
to be observed is connected between the middle point
of the battery 0 and the diaphragm.
The voltage between the upper plate and the dia-

phragm is P -f- F if the instantaneous voltage given

by the source be as

shown. The pull on
the diaphragm is pro-

portional to the sq^uare

of the applied, voltage,

and is, therefore, equal
to (P -|- F)®. Simi-

iPio. 36.

—

CoKNHonoN- Diaoham l^lyj the voltage be-

.lo™ plate

PHBisaTTKH and the diaphragm is

(P — F) and the pull on
the diaphragm is (P - F)®. Now Zj and can be
made equal by adjusting the distance of the plates, and
the resultant pull on the diaphragm is then equal to
K ;(P + = 4:KP F and, as .S: and P
are both constant, the deflection of the diaphragm (and
of the mirror) is proportional to F, the instantaneous
voltage applied, and wiU reverse when the voltage
reverses. This assumes, however, that the natural fre-
quency of the diaphragm and of the wires is sufficiently
high to enable them to follow the voltage changes, and
that the diaphragm and wires are sufficiently well
damped to prevent them having appreciable free vibra-
tions of their own. A frequency (in oil) of about 1600
per sec. is attainable.

The essential calculations for a moving diaphragm
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are comparatively simple as long as the diaphragm is

assumed to be moving everywhere with simple har-
monio motion and as long as every part of the
diaphragm moves in the same phase, an assumption
probably true for a light tightly stretched diaphragm.

If the required movement of the spot of light on
the screen or photographic plate is 2 cm., and if the
magnification is 6600 say, then the movement of

'2

the diaphragm is - --

-

or 3 X 10"'* cm.
6600

If the resonant frequency of the instrument be 1600
in oil and 2300 per sec. say, in air then, when the
diaphragm is vibrating at its own frequency over a
distance 3 x 10'^ cm. on each side of the mean posi-
tion, the restoring force must be always equal to the
inertia force if there is no damping present.

The maximum inertia force = co^ Am; where A
M 3 X 10'^ cm., and m is the mass of the diaphragm
in grm. per sq. cm. As the wires in the gauze in the
present case are 0-0034 cm. diameter, m is 0-016 grm

;

and the restoring force per unit area at the centre of
the disphragm is

—

co^Am= (277 2300)2 x 3 X 10"* x 0-016
= 940 dynes.

It is immaterial to what this restoring force is due

—

whether to tension in the wires or stiflEness
; the

essential is that it must have thia value for the given
displacement.

Now if the displacement under an electrostatic
pressure is to have the same value stated, the force
produced by the electrostatic field must be equal to
940 dynes per sq. cm.
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The eleotrostatio pull between two paraiUel plates is
eq[ual to

—

87rt®

where V = difference of potential in eleotrostatio
umts

; ^ = the specific inductive capacity of the
dielectric = 2, say

; and t = the distance apart of
the plates = 0‘026 cm. in the case considered

Therefore F* = X (0-02S)‘

2
V = 2-7 electrostatic units or 2*7 x 300 Yolts= 810 Volts.

In the above examples it is assumed that there is
only a pull on one side of the diaphragm and, to
achieve this, it is desirable that the value of P, which is
half the voltage of the polarizing battery, should be
roughly equal to the maximum voltage from the
source to be investigated : that is iliat (P - F) should
be small compared with (P + F).
The reason for the use of a gauze diaphragm, instead

of a thin sheet metal diaphragm, is that if the oil were
not permitted to move through the diaphragm it
would be impossible to get rapid movements owing to
the mass of oil that would have to be put in motion.
The example is worked out above for a " gap ” of

0-026 cm. This is about the smallest practical and
gener^y a gap of 0-6 cm. is better when, with a
polarizing voltage P = 2000, a sensitivity of about
2 cm. for a voltage of 1300 maximum, or, say, an
alternating sinusoidal pressure of 900 Y (B.M.S.),
would give a total swing of 4 cm.
Binthoven Electrometer or Electrostatic Oscillo-

graph. To find the force on eleotrostatio oscillographs
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in which, there is a wire carrying a charge and placed
in an electric held it is necessary first of all to know the
capacity of the wire per unit length.

If a wire of radius r be placed at a distance d from
an earthed plate and have a positive charge

o' per unit
length, then, by the theory of images, if a negative
charge q per unit

length he placed on
a similar wire at an
equal distance d on
the opposite side of

the plate, the plate

could he removed
without disturbing

the lines of force.

The work done on
a unit charge in

moving it from the surface of one conductor to the sur-

face of the other conductor against the field strength of
OTie charge, is

Pig. 36.—^IliTJSTttA.TTN’O THI! CALODIiA-
TiON OB' THU Capacity op a Wibh

WITH BBGAHD TO A PliATB

/ ^dx = 2q log,— !!

X r
{2d-r)

The work done against both fields is twice thig =
2d-r

,

4q log, = the pressure between the conductors.
T

The capacity is equal to the charge divided by the
pressure hence the capacity of one wire with regard

1
to the other =

2d-r
,4grlog,__ 4iog^

2d - r
but.

since the work done in moving the charge over half
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the distance, i.e. from the position of the plate up to
the charged conductor, is only J V, the capacity of
the original conductor -with regard to the plate is
twice the capacity from wire to wire and is equal to

1

2 log.
2d-r

r

Since r is small compared with d the expression for the
capacity of the wire with regard to the plate may be

taken to be

If the wire be placed midway between two parallel
plates the capacity of the wire with regard to the two

plates is twice the above or— but 2d is the dis-

1
2d

log,—
r

tanoe of the plates apart = D, so that the capacity of
a wire of radius r, midway between two parallel

plates which are a distance D apart, is ^ If
' D

log,—
r

the wire be immersed in oil of specific inductive
k

capacity h the capacity = — electrostatic units.

log.:^

Now the force on the wire per unit length will be
equal to the field strength times the charge per unit
length divided by the specific inductive capacity.
The field strength E is equal to the pressure

between the two plates times the specific inductive
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capacity divided by the distance D between the
plates ov E = V-JcjD

Therefore the force on the wire per unit length =
V:Jc

D
h

iog.7

where 7, is the pressure of the wire above the mean
of the pressures of the two plates. This expression
reduces to

—

Force on wire, per unit length = dynes,

where 7^ and 7 g are measured in electrostatic units.
Now the maximum force permissible depends on the

maximum charge we can safely give to the wire and
the maximum field we can allow between the plates.
The maximum stress due to the charge on the wire

ifl at the surface of the -wire, and for a voltage 7„ is

2 7,
"o *

equal to —
,

D
r log, -

Since this stress is superimposed on that due to the
main field the maximum stress due to the charge on
the wire can be taken as half the allowable stress in the
medium. For oil a working stress of 3000 V per milli-
metre is allowable

; hence the permissible stress due
to the charge on the wire is 1600 V per mm., or 50
electrostatic volts per cm. Therefore

—

27 .
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To apply this to a specific example, let us take the

case corresponding to that worked out for a silver

wire 0-002 cm. diameter carrying a current in a mag-
netic field, (p. 26) and suppose that in the present case

the wire is carrying a charge in the electrostatic field

due to two parallel plates 1 mm. apart.

Then Z) = 0-1 cm. and r = 0-001 cm.
;

and, from
these values, the maximum value of Fj = 0-6 electro-

static units approximately (or 160 V). If the maxi-
mum stress due to the voltage between the parallel

plates be also 60 electrostatic volts per cm.

—

Fi maximum = 5 electrostatic units (or 1600 Y) and
the maximum force per unit length

5 X 0-6 X 2

0-1 X 2-31ogio"«>
= 11 dynes

which would be equal to the force developed by a
current of 0-01 A flowing in a wire placed in a field

of 11,000 lines per sq. cm.
Such a wire we found (on p. 26) required a force of

about 1 X 10“® X 20,000 dynes to give a deflection of

1 mm. when used with a microscope of magnification
600 j so that an effective force of 0-2 dyne gave a
deflection of 1 mm. If, therefore, in the present case,
the wire were again placed under such tension that
its frequency was 100 per sec. the deflection for a
polarizing voltage of 1600 (max) or P = 760 V and
160 V on the wire woiild be 66 mm.
As ionization does not generally take place, even

with the wire in air, at less than 300 V, Fj may be
increased to 300 when the value given by the above
reasoning is below 300. In the present instance, with
F, = 300, the deflection would be 110 mm. If the
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least workable defleotion be 20 mni., the freq^uenoy of

the wire can be increased to 100 or 230 per sec.
;

but how much higher the deflection can be pushed or
the frequency increased depends on how near one
works to the breakdown point.

An electrostatic oscillograph with a single wire
placed between two parallel plates is used very much
as shown in Fig. 36 except that the diaphragmD (shown
in cross section in Fig. 36) is replaced by a single wire.
The recording apparatus as shown in Fig. 14 is used.
As the sensitivity does not vary with the length of
the wire, so long as the frequency is constant, it is

advisable in the electrostatic instrument—especially
for the higher frequencies—to make the length of the
wire short, for this adds to the stability of the fibre.
As the beam of light passes at right angles to the
field there is no inactive part of the field as in the
corresponding electromagnetic instrument.
Ho and Kato Electrostatic Oscillograph. This

instrument has a pair of wires placed in an electro-
static field and so arranged that when the potential
of the one increases above zero the potential of the
other falls below zero by an equal amount. The
arrangement is shown diagrammatioaUy in Fig. 37
which is a horizontal section through the instrument.
Pi and Pj are the two field plates

; two wires Wi and
W^, shown in section; are placed close together and
carry a mirror M which is illuminated by a beam of
light through the opening 0. The wires are insulated
from each other and from the mirror.
The force on each wire can be calculated from the.

equations given for the Einthoven instrument, and for
two wires sufficiently close together the magnificationi

8—

(

6307
)
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may be of the order of 6000. The deflection, with
certain sizes of wire, may therefore be ten times as great
as for the corresponding Einthoven instrument. For

very small wires, where the mo/SS of
the mirror is appreciable compared
with mass of the wires, the advantage
is reduced. For smaller sizes still,

the use of a mirror is inadmissible
and the advantage in point of sensi-
tivity is then with the Einthoven
instrument, especially where a, silver

glass fibre is used, and even though
the smaller Einthoven wires have to
be used in air.

One method of connecting the Ho and Kato instru-
ment is shown in Fig. 38, where are the ter-
minals connected to the plates, and P, g, the terminals

P/

w,

Fio. 37 .

DlAOaAiQtATia
RsiPBBISIINTATrON
OB' THH Ho AifD

Kato Elhotbosta-
Tio Oscillograph

ljl|l ||||J ]||h)

--^A/wCvSrivvW^^

Fig. 38 .—Coitnbotions bob thh Ho aito Kato
Elhothostatio Oscillograph

connected to the two wires. The potential between
Pi and gi can be divided by two equal resistances
Pi Pj connected in series. If a polarizing battery be
connected between and the middle point of this
battery can be connected to the junction of P^ and Pj.
The voltage to be observed i? now connoted to P, g*.
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Tlie reverse oonneotions can also be used where
and are coimected between and the polarizdng
battery between Q^.
Scope ol Electrostatic Oscillographs; It wlH be seen

from the foregoing that eleotrostatio osoillographs are
guitable for comparatively high voltages and for wave
Forms where a very high frequency in the indicating
Inatmnient is not required.
Tlie great advantage of this type of instrument,

lowever, is that the current required to operate it is
j^remely small and does not upset the working con-
litions. The current required by the instrument
tself is oiJy the charging current required to raise
ts potential and, as the capacity is small (ranging
rom 40 X 10 ® in the stretched diaphragm to
'•6 X 10 ® ^F for the Einthoven instrument con-
idered) the current required is very small, even at
raq-uenoies as high as 1000 per sec. The current taken
y tlie instrument itself may, in fact, be much smaUer
tian that taken to charge the wires which connect it
D tlie apparatus under test.

Another great advantage of the eleotrostatio instru-
lent is the ease with which it can be apphed to cir-
lits of very high voltage. It is only necessary to
)niiect a suitable condenser in series with the instru-
.ent and the voltage is then divided up between the
)nd.enser and the oscillograph in the inverse ratio of
leir capacities. If oil be used in the oscillograph, the
me sort of oil must be used in the condenser, so that
® ®^®®i^cal time constants of the oscillograph and
the condenser are equal.

Power Measnrements by Electrostatic Oscillograph.
1 eleotrostatio oscillograph can be used to show the
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instantaneous power given to a oircuit. Fig. 39 shows
the well-known arrangement of an eleotroatatio watt-

meter to measure mean watts, but, if the instrument
be of high enough frequency, it will show the instan-

taneous watts or the power being given to the circuit

A B mi matter what the type of circuit may be. This

is exactly true if the mov-
ing wire (or diaphragm)

be connected to the middle

point of the resistance R^,

but the instrument mea-
sures the power in the

oircuit A B plus half the

power being wasted in

if the moving wire be con-

nected to the point B
directly or through a con-

denser. A new use can be
found for an electrostatic

oscillograph wattmeter to
measure power at frequencies much higher than the
instrument can follow. Thus, in wireless telegraphy,
such an mstrument can show the amount of power
given to the aerial at, say, 100,000 cycles per sec. when
the aerial is excited by means of a “ spark ” method.
Under such conditions, where the damping of the

oscillations is small, the rate at which power is given to
the aerial can be shown by a curve which might have
a shape as shown at Fig. 40(a). In this diagram, the
heavy line gives the mean of the impulses due to the
rapidly varying power in the aerial which the instru-
ment is unable to follow. If the damping be large, or
the frequency high, then the instrument will only have

Fig. 39.

—

iLLxisraATmo thb
PsiNOIPIiBl OB' THU

ElJIOTBOSTATia Wattbiethb.
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a throw given to it as shown in Fig. 40(6). In that
case the instrument will have to be calibrated, as a
baUistic wattmeter by discharging a condenser through a
resistance when the power given to the resistance is

known to be ^ KV^ M the circuit can be closed quickly
enough.

In using electrostatic instruments where the mechan-
ical damping is not sufficient it is desirable to use a series

(O') (jb)

Fig. 40.—IlXUBTBATIKQ THU MnAStTRBMBNT OF HiGH
Fkbqtjbnoy Poweb

resistance to give some electrical damping, especially
as this constitutes a safeguard at the same time.
As the instrument is a condenser the maximuin

rate at which it can be charged is equal to VjR,
where R is the series resistance and V is the applied
voltage across the resistance and oscillograph.

If Qo be the charge that would eventually be stored
in the oscillograph if the applied voltage remained
constant, and if Q be the charge after a time ^, then it

can be shown that

<=CFlog,^^seo.
Vo V

where G is the capacity of the oscillograph and R is the
series resistance.
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If Qo~Q, the portion of the charge which has still

to flow in, be expressed as a fraction, ^th of the final

charge, then

—

^ = 2-3 GR logiflW sec.

When 71= 10, i.e. when there is a tenth of the
charge stiH to flow in

—

t = 2*3 CR sec.

so that nine-tenths of the charge and of the voltage
of a condenser has been attained in a number of
seconds equal to 2-3 times the time constant.

Suppose, for example, that the oscillograph has a
capacity 40 x lO'i® farads and J? = lO® ohms

;
then,

fori=l._
n 10

^ = 2-3 X 40 X 10-12 iQB

= 0-92 X lO-*^ sec.

that is in a time equal to sec., the voltage wfll
have already attained 90 per cent of its final value,

it wiU attain 99 per cent of its final
value.

It is obvious, therefore, that a megohm in series
the instrument will not produce appreciable

^tortion of the curve, and even 6 megohms will pro-
duce less distortion than normal oil damping.
The resistance of 6 megohms is put in series for a

pr^sure of say, 1000 V, so the current that would pa^
II the oscillograph, broke down is only 1000/(6 X 10®) A
or 200 fiA. This would also be the maximum current
that would fiow through the experimenter if he
accidentally touched the oscillograph, provided that
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the oTiLy incoming source of high potential was through
the resistance of 6 megohms, and. that this high
resistance was able to stand up to the high voltage

across it.

If the same oscillograph were used on, say, 40,000 V
the series condenser would be one-fortieth of 40 X 10"^®

farad or 1 x 10'^®
;
and the series resistance would be

200 megohms, which
would again only allow

the same small current

as in the preceding case.

A diagram of the con-

nections for such an
electrostatic oscillo-
graph working on
40,000 V is given in

Pig. 41. In practice a

small portion, say one
megohm, of the series

resistance is put in series with each side of the polarizing *

battery, so as to reduce the current from the battery
in case of a breakdown of the oil in the oscillograph
due to some excess of applied pressure.

Pigs. 42—46 are reproduced from records taken by
the author during an investigation into the variation
of wave on the secondary of a high tension testing

transformer of 4 output.

This transformer had a transformation ratio of

140 to 40,000 V and, owing to its comparatively small
size and high voltage, resonance could take place
between the leakage self-induction and the self-capacity

of the secondary. When the alternator speed was
adjusted so that resonance took place corresponding to

T200megohms

— farad
Imegohm-^ I yrlmegohm

Fia. 41.—CoNsrHicmoNS fob ait
Eubotbostatio OschJ/OObaph
WoBKiNQ ON 40,000 Volts



Fig. 44.—Reoohds Showing the Powhh, SuppliedPHOU THE SeCONDAHY OP A HiQH TeNBION ThANS-
POHMEH TO A WatBB LoAD

(jrtrfe.—Thfl voltage curve la reveraad for cleameeB)

45.—Recobdb Showing Poweb Supplied pkomTm SbCONDABT of One ThANSFOHMEB to a HTxrrr.ni
TSANSPOBJOiB PLACED BaOEI TO BaoK WITH IT

The voltage curve la reveraed for oleameBa)
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Figs. 44-46 are records illustrating the use of the

electrostatic oscillograph as a wattmeter. The curve

marked W represents the instantaneous power, and
P is the pressure curve, and I is the current curve for

the primary. Fig. 44 is for the power supplied from
the secondary of the high tension testing transformer

Fiq. 40.—Kbcords anvmr^AB to thosb in Fig. 46, but with
THB Altkbnatob usbd FOB Fios. 42 and 43

{NoU.—^Voltage curve rovereed and current curve dtaplaoed for oleameaB)

mentioned above, to a water resistance, the primary
current and pressure being measured on a hot-wire

oscillograph. Fig. 46 is a record of the power given

by the secondary of the transformer to a similar

transformer placed back to back with it, the current

and pressure waves on the primary again being

measured by a hot-wire oscillograph. The records in

Fig. 40 were taken under conditions similar to those

for Fig. 46, except that the current wave was dis-

placed for the sake of clearness and the alternator was
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the same as for Fig. 42. The wave W in Fig. 46 shows
very clearly the rapid surging of power between the
two tra^ormers as weU as the slower flow of power
to supply the losses in the second transformer
Catoode Ray OscdUographs. The cathode ray osoiUo-

graph involves principles which have not been discussed
up to this pomt

;
a complete chapter has, therefore,

been devoted to a description of its working and its
uses (see p. 126).



CHAPTER nr

BKEOBS OF ESDiaATION—^MFTHODS OF DAMPING
AND NEW METHODS OF CONNECTION

As an osoillograph cannot alwajrs be of sufficiently

high frequency, compared with the frequency of the

source being investigated, it is sometimes necessary

to correct the curves of the instrument where the

highest accuracy is required. The relation of the
control, damping, and inertia forces is shown in Fig.

4 (p. 10) and the fact is tibere established that the

resultant of these sources must balance the force due
to the current in the instrument.

Magnification with and without Damping. If the

damping of the instrument be very slight corresponding

to, say, an Einthoven osoillograph with a fairly heavy
wire (say, O'02 mm. diameter), or to a Duddell oscillo-

graph without damping oil, then the only effective force

is the resultant of the control and the inertia forces.

The maximum inertia force for a sinusoidally

varying deflection is Q)“Am and, for a constant swing,

is therefore proportional to the square of the frequency.

At the resonance frequency, f^, of the osoillograph

the maximum inertia force is equal to the TnaYi'-miTm

control force, hence

—

= as:

OTf^^2Tr)hn = K.

At any frequency f at which the osoillograph is

operated—
^

2
(377 )

hn = (JjhYK
81
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W„**‘®*f°'^*“* “ the differencebetw«n the control »d the inertia foreee, end

f d-ping

This ie aho-™ in Fig. 47 for nnit deflection and whereeveotors K and co^ or
(///,) are drawn at an

- angle tt to each other. TheiO^TTl

K
Fio. 47.—Vhotob Diagram

OP THE Forces in" an
OsciLLOORAPH WITH VERY

Little Dampinq

resultant control for unit
deflection varies therefore
from K at zero frequency to
^ ~ iflfs) at frequency /.
The deflection for unit cur-

.

rout ui tho oscillocTaph is
y proportional to the control, therefore

Deflection at frequencyf ^
Deflection at zero frequency ^ ^X

~ ^

This ratio G is the magnification and equals

1

oscillograph

plotted^sgainst^e rttio//f™ te fwhfin f
At the resonance pomt,

^pmg, would be mfinity. In practice it may be

haTbMn*^*
i^^ent is damped the vector pai, which

^ce Zd tr u ”P“ “ “PP«»-ble

oscLZl^ resultant mechanical force for the

poi^nd
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If, taking the general case, the damping be n times

oritioal damping then, since = 2K = 2o)hn, we
have

: pa> = npcco = 2nK = 2ncohn at the resonant

Fig. 48.—CuBvaa Showing Magnutioation as a Ftjnotion
OP THH Ratio (Wobkinq Fbhqitbincy/Rbbonanoi: Fbe-

qdbncy), poh Dippubbint Valitbis op Damping

frequency. Let the ratio of the frequency at which the

oscillograph is working to the resonant frequency

( = ///e) = then—

pcD Bjt frequency / = 2nKh

ftpd (jihn at frequency / = = Jc^K,
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Then th© resultaiit meciLanioal force, obtained by
compounding the three vectors is

—

1 V(2nZ^)2 4- [K -Ic^KY

= K\/h^ + ;fc2(4n«-2) + 1

but, "when cu = 0, th© force = K: ; therefor© the force

at frequencyf is h ®(4?i® — 2) -j- 1 times as large

as at ^ = 0, and the deflection for a constant current

times deflection at frequency =0. If w = corres-
ponding to a lightly damped instrument, then

—

1 _ 1

+ *2(4^2 _ 2) + 1
“ - l-99ifc2 + 1

If a second curve were plotted on Fig. 48 to represent
this amount of damping, it would he so close to the
curve for the undamped oscillograph as to be indis-
tinguishable from it over th© range of magnification
covered by this figure. It is therefore apparent that,
over a rang© of frequency from 0 to 76 per cent of the
resonant frequency, an oscillograph without damping
oil gives a magnification for all practical purposes as
if it had absolutely no damping.

In Fig. 48 curves are also drawn for the magnifica-
tion with damping equal to one-fifth, one-fourth,
one-third, and one-half of the critical damping, and
these curves resemble the usual resonance curves for
partially damped resonance circuits.

Lag of Deflection b^iind Applied Force. Fig. 49
shows the angle by which the deflection lags behind
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tlie applied force for different values of damping from

p/Po = 75 to p/pfl = i ; and for varying frequencies

relative to the resonant frequency of the instrument.

O-r 0-2 03 (H- os Ch6 O'? os 0-9 IS 1-1 1-2 1-3

Ratio of actus! to resonant frequency

Fig. 40.—Ouhviis Showing Lag op DHPLBiCTnoN Bhhind
ApPTJHD POBOBI AS A FtJNOTION OP THH BaTIO (WoBKINO
PbEQUHNOY/BbSONANCBI FbBQ'DHM'OT), POB “niTlfui H.unjTi

Valobs op Damping

The value pfp^
= -^ corresponds to the value found

for a certain jiigh-frequency Duddell oscillograph when
there was no oil in the damping chamber. To find the

angle of lag it is necessary to compound the three

7—(6897)
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vectors K, (a^m^ and pm or [(sinoe mhn =
and pm = 2Z(/d/)/(pJh)] the thr^ vectors K, jK’(///a)*

and 2X{pf)/{pjj,).

Call T = ^ and — = ti as before
;
then the vectors

/b Pe

to be combined are K, Kk^, and 2Knk
;
and are as

Fig. 50.—Vhctob Diagbaw Showing Combination op
FOHOBIfl TO DiflTJtKMTNH ANQia OP LAG OP DhPLBOTION

shown in Fig. 60. From this diagram it will be seen
that

—

tan a
2nKk

K-Ek^
2nk

i-K
When n is small tan a and a are also small. If n

were zero, there would be no angle of lag for any fre-

quency up to the resonant frequency, and when the
frequency was increased above resonance the angle
a would swing over from zero to a lag of tt.

^ P — ^ take a possible case where a complex

wave form contained a frequency, 76 per cent of the
resonant frequency and a hequency one-twentieth of
this again, i.e. 3-76 per cent of the resonant frequency)
then at 76 per cent of the resonant frequency a = 6° •
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and at 3-76 per cent of the resonant frequency the dis-
placement a = 0-1° (approx.). The relative displace-
ment of the two vibrations to the scale of the lovter
frequency = O-l® - -26° = - 0-16“ which would be quite
impossible to detect on a curve.

It is therefore seen that an undamped oscillograph
0^ be used for recording periodic vxives as long as the
highest frequency to be recorded does not exceed
76 per cent of the resonant frequency of the instrument.
Such an instrument wiU give negligible phase distor-
tion of the harmonics and will exaggerate the magni-
tude of harmonics. The latter characteristic is often
an advantage in that it makes it easier to detect the
harmomcs, and as the exaggeration is very definite and a
correction can easily be applied, it is not a disadvantage
where the curve has to be analysed.

In Fig. 61 ernes are given showing the magnifica-
tion of an oscillograph for critical damping and for^oe critical damping plotted against the ratio of the
frequency to the resonant frequency of the oscillo-
graph. There is also plotted on the same sheet theph^ difference (lag in this case) between the deflection
and the deflecting force.

A comparison can now be made from Figs. 48, 49,
and 61, between the (practically) undamped osoillo-

critical) and the oscillograph critically
am^d. The results of such a comparison are

tabulated in Table I.

It IS seen that, even if the oscillograph could be
damped without adding to the inertia of the moving
parts, the undamped oscillograph gives a more nearly
o^urate record of the wave at the lower frequencies.

us, at a frequency 0’2 of the resonant frequency,
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the undamped instrument makes the wave 4 per cent
too large and the damped instrument makes it 4 per
cent too small. The phase displacement is 0*67° in
the undamped instruments, and 22-6° with critical

damping. Actually, if the undamped instrument he
immersed in oil to secure damping, its resonant fre-

quency is reduced owing to the inertia of the oil put
in motion. Any comparison between the two cases,
for a given frequency of applied current, should,
therefore, be made for a ratio ///^ for the undamped
and for a ratio for the damped instrument.

If a ratio fjf^ = 0*2 be chosen for the undamped
instrument then ///^ = 0‘3 should be chosen for the
instrument with damping.

TABLE I

COMPABJBON' BbTWHHN BKDAMPHD AND OBITIOAIiLTr
Damped OacnxLOGBAPHa

Biatio

Undamped Osoillograph Critically Damped Osoillograph

m
MagniOoa-

tion

Phase Dis-
placement
m degrees

Magnifica-
tion

Phase Displace-
ment in degrees

0-1 1-01 0-28 0-99 11-4
0-2 0-fi7 0-90 22-6
0-3 M 0-92 30-4
0-4 M0 1-4 0-85
0-6 1-33 1-9 0-8
0-6 L-66 2-7 0-736
0-7 1-00 3-9 09-6
0-8 2-77 0-35 0-01
0-9 6-26 13-6 0-666 83-6
10 — 0-6M 4-76 106 0-463 96-6
1>2 2-27 172 0-41 96-6
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On this basis, the undamped iostrument makes the

record (at ///^ = 0-2) 4 per cent too large and the

critically damped instrument makes it 8 per cent too

small, the relative phase displacement being 0-67° and
30-4° in the respective cases. When one is dealing

periodic waves only it is better to use an undamped
instrument as long as the highest frequency to be

recorded is less than 70 per cent of the resonant

frequency of the instrument.

The undamped instrument could not be used, however,

in a circuit where there were any sudden variaUons of

c^urrent or potential as these uxndd cause free vibra-

tions of the instrument a'nd it might be difficult to sepo/raie

the free vibrations from those due to the current variations

to be recorded.

Desiderata in Regard to Damping. From the
foregoing it is evident that it would be an advantage
to be able to damp the movement of the oscillograph

'W'ithout adding to the inertia of the moving parts. It

would also be a great advantage if the amount of the
clamping could he varied at will and yet be perfectly
ciefinite at each value.

With this in view the author began some experi-
ments in 1007 to find out the necessary conditions for
damping an electro-magnetic oscillograph by means of
a suitable shunt.

It is known that the damping of moving ooil galvano-
meters is very much increased by abort circuiting the
coil through a low resistance but the damping producedby the movement of the coil in the magnetio field is
altogether inadequate for damping even ahi^ frequency
galvanometer, let alone an oscillograph. For example,
consider a galvanometer with a natural period of
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1 sec. and just dead beat when short circuited on
itself. If the period be shortened to sec., the maxi-

mum control force wiU. be 10,000 tunes as great as

before, but the TnaTri-mnni damping force will be only

100 times as great as before, so that the electro-meignetic

I^[Q. 62.—CoNiraiOTroNa Fia. 63 .—^Vhotob Diaobam fob
FOB THB Ibwht RiiaoNAirE THB CoiromoN’s Showit nf

Shunt fob Elhotbo- Fiq. 62
MAONTBITIO OaarLLOQBAPHS

damping will only be T^th of that required to secure

dead-beat conditions.

It is evident, therefore, that putting a shunt across

an electro-magnetic oscillograph wiU not damp out free

vibrations of the wires or stripes and in one respect

tbiH is fortunate, for otherwise the damping of an
oscillograph would vary with the value of the shunt

used when recording current values in a circuit.

Irwin Method of Damping Electro-magnetic Osdllo-

graphs. In Fig. 62 is shown the arrangement of the

Irwin resonant shunt where the osoUlograph of resist-

ance i?! is shown shunted by a circuit containing a

condenser of capacity G, an inductance L, and a

resistance If s* p&riodic current in the mains be

written coQ^, where is the maximum displacement
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in either direction round the circuit, then Q, is the
maximum charge in the condenser C, and the maxi-
mum current in the shunt circuit is ^.o). is the
maximum quantity, and Q^co is the maximum current
through the oscillograph.

The vector representing these conditions is shown in
Ihg. 63, where the current in the shunt, Q,co is drawn
vertically and the back voltage due to the resistance
1^2 is shown at an angle tt with Q gCo. The back voltage

QbIC of the condenser is shown leading on the current

Q gOi by — and the voltage QgCo^L lagging by

The resultant back voltage is

Q, -- co^L^ + (tuiSj)®

and lags by an angle a behind QgCoIi^, but this resultant
voltage is also the voltage given by coQJt^, therefore,

QoOi and

Q.

are at an angle tt to each other and the angle between
QoCo and Qgco is a where cos a

COJR 2

+ (tuiZa)®

If the voltage across the osoiLlograph and shunt ^ F
V 17

then Qo = ~— and Qg =
xt^co

+ (toiZj)*

Qm = Ve," + (2,2 + 008 a
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2^^
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The ratio ^ is the reduction in the deflection that

takes place due to the presence of the resonant shunt,

but the current cdQo through the oscillograph produces

(as shown on p. 84) a magnification

1
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If i2j = oJid i2i + = riyR^, where is the
resiatanoe required to make the electrical circuit,

made up of the resistances and R^ and of the
condenser and induction dead beat, then

—

2
coR^ = hcoJR^ = but R^oa o= -

therefore coR^ = 2hnglC and 0(^1 + iJ,) = 2knJC
1

i +

J1

+ k\4:n^-2) + 1|

©^
(1 - + 1idJ

I(i)'(l -i“)»+ (i)“ (2K)“| S
4‘ + i« (4«>- 2) + 1

j

V

(l-i»)> + (2te.)a

j
(1 - i;“)« + (2foi,)“

j j
k* + k‘(4n^ - 2) + 1 j

+ k\4:n,^ - 2
) + 1

_ 2) + 1 j + P (4n“- 2) + 1 j

1
when rig = n.

+ h\4:ny^ - 2
) + 1

i.e. when JJg is in the same ratio to the resistance Rg
that the actual damping in the oscillograph is to the

damping required to make it dead beat.

It is seem, therefore that if the frequmey at resonance

of the electrical circuit is made equal to the frequency at

resonance of the osciUograqih, and if the ratio of the

damping present in the shunt circuit to the damping
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required for dead heat conditions is equal to the ratio of

the damping presefnl in the oscillograph to that required

for dead heal ccmditions, then the actual magnification

when shunted is given by

1

Vk^ + h%4m^^-2) + 1

which is exacUy the same expression as for oil damping

[see p. 84).

Fio. C4.—OoNNBonoN' Diaqbam fob lEwm
Rksonaot Shunt to Pboduoei Vabiablb

Damfino

But Uy, which is the ratio of J?i + JK, to iEj, replaces

n which was the ratio of p to p^.

If Tiy = 1, i.e. if the value of = R^, where

2
jB =2L(Oo = > 1’^ oscillograph as shunted

“ OioO

gives the same magnification as if it were damped by a

viscous weightless fluid so as to be dead beat.

If Tiy = I, the damping is half critical.

If 7^^,
= 2, the damping is twice critical.

Therefore, as the shunt circuit (which remains

unchanged) can be arranged across a greater or lesser

resistance in the main circuit, so the damping can be

increased or diminished as shown in Fig. 64 where the

value of i2i can be altered by the sHde.
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It would be quite practical to have this slide wire

graduated to show the value of the damping, or to

indicate the resistance necessary to make the magni-
fication unity for any particular harmonic. Thus, if

the harmonic had a frequency equal to the resonant

c® 0^ 0 0-2 0-4- Ch6 (he 1-0 _
1'2 1-4.

Rath ofactual to rosonarrt frequerKy~^^

Fig. B5 .

—

Ctravn Showing Damping Rbqtjibbid fob Unity
Magnifioation, at Vabious VALtraa of Fbequbnoy

frequency of the oscillograph, the value of -f i2j)/i2o

would have to be 0*6 (see Fig. 48, p. 83) to make the

magnifioation unity.

In Fig. 66 a curve (a quarter of a circle to the

scales chosen) is drawn to show the relation between
the necessary damping and the frequency to make the

magnification unity. The damping varies from 0-706

of critical at zero frequency to 0 at 41 per cent above
the resonant frequency.

The phase difference between the current in the

mains and the deflection of the oscillograph is shown in
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Fig. 66 ;
where is the current in the shunt ;

the cur-

rent m the mainfl ;
and i<, the current in the oscmograph.

Since the resonant shunt circuit must be identical,

as far as damping and phase displacement are con-

cerned, with the oscillograph itself, we can replace K

Fia. 66.—Vhotob, Diagbam Rklatino to thh TJsb or

THH T-R.WTV Rbsonaut Shitnt

by 1/0 ;
phj Btl and w by as shown. The angle

6 gives the angle of lag of the oscillograph deflection

behind the current in the main, and a is the lag of the

deflection behind the current in the osoLllograph.

Now from the figure it will be seen that

—

tan d =
i, ^ ip siQ g

if, cos a
— 1- tan a
if, cos a

but cos a =



therefore tan d =

Methods of Damping

i2i

wG
— (oL

— (i?! +

Now (u(7 = k(OoG ;
coL = kcojj : and—

\

0)0(7

therefore tan 6 = ~t~

(oJj \ 1 -W
and (OoL =

therefore tan fl = (^-) = 2„,

where tIj, is the ratio of actual damping to critioal in

the electrical circuit. Thifl expression for determining

the angle lag of the oscillograph deflection behind the

current in the main circuit is exactly the same as that

for the instrument with oil damping {see p. 86).

It is evident, therefore, that with the resonant shunt both

the magnification and the phase displacement for any
frequency are the same as for a massless viscous damping
medium.

If both the magnification and the phase displacement

are the same for the resonant shunt method as for the oil

damping for every frequency, then they will give the same
record for any shape of wave, i.e. the resonant shunt can

make the instrument dead beat for a suddenly applied

pressure or for a rectangular wave.
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Tlie direct proof for tMs was given to the author
by Mr. T. Hodgson of the City and Guilds (Engineering)
College, and as this oonfirms the results obtained by
considering periodic functions, the author has pleasure
in reproducing it below and of acknowledging at the
same time the valuable help he received from Mr.

FiQ. 67. PlAOTtAMMATIO RHPHJfflSBNTATION OB'

RBaONANT-aHtTMT PAMPINa

Hodgson in coimection with the method. It was
Mr. Hodgson who first showed that the values of

and R^, which are definite at the resonant point, also

apply at aJl other frequencies.

Mr. Hodgson’s Proof for Resonance Shnnt Method.
Referring to Fig. 67, which shows the circuit diagram-
maticaUy, we have the following basic equations

—

Mechanical Oscillations.

vnL + pA + ZA = 0

A -f- —A — A = 0m m
, . p K.

substituting — = 26 and — = cu®m m

A + 26A + a)*A = 0

and A = e'** (A cos ^ B sin qt) where q“ = cu* - 6®
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Electrical OsciUalions.

^ + (-^1 + -Sa) Q + = 0

Q + 2XQ+ co^ = 0

where 2X = 't ^ = o)2
1/ JjCJ

Cash I. In this case, JRj. + < critical resistance

;

A < £0 ;
and the solution is of the form.

Q = e~^* [A^ cos fd + sin fd |

where = co® - A®

Taking Q = Qo, Q = 0 when i = 0

I.e. In Fig. 67 consider that there has been a steady
current flowiag m the mains and that there is a charge

Qj, in the condenser C, and that this current is broken
at time i = 0.

4' = a.

* CO^
whence Q = shi fit

^ 1, .

t = - Q = — Qo^'^ sm fit

where i is the current from the condenser that flows

through oscillograph.

Due to i the motion of the oscillograph is given by
Tco*

A + 26A + a)®A = sin f^t

8—(6807)
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Where is a constant such that deflection = T x
cnrrent. The solution of this expression is

—

A = \

A

cos qt + B sin qt]

^0 co^

+ sin fA' + fJ' oos fit)

taking A = a, A = 0 when i = 0

To)^ ^® = 0,and4 = 0ifa = ^^G./.

. . G,®'
i.e. 11

1

= —
2(^-6)

Now Qo = GBii

9i = gR^ = = 2LC{X-b)
% Ct)“

Bj_ = 2L{X-b)

hut jRi + jR, = 2IjX (from the definition of X)

Bo = 2Zb

B, _b
iJj + jBj X

which is the necessary condition for exact annulment
of the free vibrations of the oscillograph by the current

flowing from the condenser.

Case n. In this case J?i + -Ra > critical resistance

;

X> CO
i
X^- (o^ = fi^

;

and—
T

A = e-^* {A cos + 5 sin gi) +
2fi{X-b)

fit fi cosh fd). A and B will be = 0 or there will be

complete annulment if i = as before
2{X-b)

which again leads to iJg = 2IA) and
+ -Sj

I
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If, therefore, an a-djustment be found for any one
value of i?! the value of iJj mil remain the same for
aU values of R^.

For state of dead beat —

—

= —
Rx “h Ri CO

The value of b can also be found directly. The period
Stt Ztt

of the oscillograph being~ — approximately

—

The ratio of successive amplitudes = — = g" oT

Ui

therefore b — = log —
CO a,

b = ^log
\^j

= frequency x log —

b being known JR, = 2Lb

and Rt is now fixed for all variations of jRi.

Up to the present we have been considering cases
where the only shunt to the oscillograph is the resonant
shunt. Where the instrument is used to record large
currents the shunt in the main circuit is also Hbrrnting

the oscillograph as shown in Fig. 68 and, as the resist-

ance of this shunt is almost always negligible compared
with that of the oscillograph, we can neglect it in con-
sidering the discharge of the condenser C through the
oscillograph and the shunt in parallel. If an additional
constant resistance r be placed between the mn.in shunt
and the oscillograph, a portion r/(r + R^) of the
current from the condenser flows through the oscillo-

graph, therefore we have to increase the capacity to
(r -b Rj)/r of what it was before. Then, to keep the
frequency constant, the induction L becomes r/(r -f- R^)
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what it was before. Also, jRj beoomes where

= X r/(r + Bj). Now i2i and r in parallel give

jsifltanoe to the condenser discharge J^i X r/(r + Bj),

that the total resistance to the dischiirge of the oon-

iser is B^^ + B^ -— p
- which is „ of the

(f + i2i) r + iii

.ue of -Ri + B^.

[f, as practical values, r = B^ then the capacity,

inductance, and resistance

would be altered in the

correct proportions if an

exactly similar resonance

shunt were placed in

parallel with B^, 0, and

L, and connected as shown

by the dotted lines in

68. The same result

would be attained if the

capacity were doubled

and the resistance B 2 and

the inductance L were

halved. The damping

uld vary, however, if the value of r were altered to

•y the magnitude of the deflection ;
thus, if r were

lied from 0-6r to l-6r (where r is the value giving

deal damping) the damping would be varied from

6 of critical damping to 1'2 time critical, which

uld be less than the variation produced by oil

nping owing to variation of viscosity with temper-

ire.

Et,esoiiaiit Shunt Damping for Electrostatic Osdllo-

iphs- This method of damping an electro-magnetic

lillograph can also be applied to electrostatic

g/D

1-^

\ Ba L y i

1 ^ I

I
I

Bt Jj ff

. 68.—OsonioaBAPH, with
joNAHT Shout, oonhhotbid

LOSS Shont in Main Oibooit

GIVH THU WAVU FOBM OB'

TTrm Main Oohbunt
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instminents. Thus, in. Pig. 69, if an electrostatio oscillo-

graph E.O. were placed in parallel with the electro-

magnetic oscillograph, the electrical forces applied to
the moving part of the electrostatic oscillograph

would be proportional at every instant to the forces

applied to the electro-magnetic instrument so long as
the resistance was truly non-inductive and had no
appreciable baok-E.M.P. induced in it.

Fig. 89.—Rbbonant-shuitt DA^tcpiNa Appued to an
Er.TllOTBOaTATIO OSOTLLOQBAPH

If, therefore, the electrostatic oscillograph be made
of the same frequency as the electro-magnet instrument,
and heis the same ratio of actual damping to critical

damping, it can be made dead beat, under-damped, or
over-damped by varying R^, just as in the case of the
electro-magnetic oscillograph. In practice, R^ would
be made a very high resistance and this means that
Rj and L would also be very large, and the capacity
G would be very small.

Let us consider the case of an electrostatic oscillo-

graph of a capacity 40 X 10 ® /iP, with a resonant
frequency of 2000, and suppose that the damping out
of oil is one-twentieth of the critical value.
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At its own natural frequency, if the voltage required
to give a suitable deflection were 2000 V, the capacity
current taken by the instrument would be

—

eOgCV = 1,260,000 X 40 X lO'i^ = 60 X lO"* A.

If the current through the resistance were, say,
ten times as great, then = 2000/(60 x lO’®) =
4 X 10® = 4 megohms.

If one required to use tbiw oscillograph to give a
record of the voltage on, say, a high pressure system

46 Megohms 4^ Mo^hms

Fig. 00.—EiaiaTBOSTATio OsorCiLOGBJLPH with. Rbsonant-
SHTrirT Ahbanoed to Rhoobd Extra.-high Voltaqh

of 33,000 V, the series resistance would be of the
order of 60 megohms, and the current taken from the
m ains would be of the order of 0’5 mA. The arrange-
ment would be as shown diagrammatically in !Pig. 60.

To make the instrument dead beat

ii?a

4 X 10® -h
~

20

therefore Jjlj = 4 x 10®/21 = 200,000 ohms (approx).

2
Now -f = — (see p. 96),

COgC

therefore G = 2/(4 x 10® x 12,600) = 4 X 10-®/iF,

and 2 cgZ' = -(- iJj = 4 x 10® ohms
therefore X = 4 x 10®/12,600 = 317 henries
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a value whioh, althougli iiigiij is fairly easily attainable

with the fine wire now available.

The advantage of a resonant shunt for damping an
eleotrostatic oscillograph is that it msikes the damping
independent of the dielectric medium, whioh can there-

fore be chosen for reasons other than dampiog. Thus,
compressed air, or any gas, could be chosen instead of

Fig. 61 .—Rhsonaht Shunt Ushd with Elhotbo-
MAQNBITia OaCULLOGHAPH, AJTD WITH A COITDBrNBHB
Shunttno thh SmoxHa RffiaiSTANOH to iNCSKAfim: thh
RaKGH op FhbQUBITOY OVHa which thh Instbumhnt

CAN BH UsHID

oh. If a very high vacuum be used the dielectric

strength can be increased to, say, twenty times that
of air or, say, seven to ten times that of oil, and this

will make possible frequencies for electrostatic instru-

ments as high as for electro-magnetic.

Working Range of Frequency with Resonant-shunt
Damping. Since the resonant shunt method of damp-
ing gives a means of producing less than or more than
critical damping at wiU, it opens up a new method of

increasing the range of frequency over which an
oscillograph can be used.

If an oscillograph of the electro-magnetic type be
used to indicate the pressure between two points AB,
Fig. 61

,
and if the value of be adjusted to give, say,
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twice oritioal damp^ the curve of magnification for
twice critical damping given in Fig. 61 would apply
to the instrument and, at its own resonant frequency,
the amplitude of the vibrations would only be one
qua^r of the amplitude given by the same pressure
variation at very low frequencies.

If, however, the series resistance Ji be shunted by a
capacity C, the magnitude of the current taken from
the mains when JZ is very large compared with

becomes £^ + Qj’ mstead of therefore, if

the ratio of oj to ^ as before the ordinary magni-
fication of amplitude for an oscillograph

1

VA* + A»(47i2_2) -f 1

becomes

—

1

Va* + - 2) + 1

since co = A cOg.

(i/fi)

If the ratio of to l/i2, i.e. the ratio of the
current taken by the condenser (7, to the current taken
by the series resistance Ji at the resonant frequency of
the OBoillograph, be called gr

Then the magnification = ./ (^) 1

^ Z.2 O'A* + A^ (4n^ 2) -f 1

If w, 'the ratio of damping to critical damping = 2,
and if we make A the ratio of frequency to resonant

frequency = 1, the magnification = g“+ 1

16
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Thufl, at the resonant frequency, if the magnification

^ + 1 = 16

and q = 3-87

If g = 4 the magnification at resonant frequency = 1-03

Fig. 02.—Oubvbs Showinq Magntfioation aitd Lag op
ObotliiOgbafh DnpiiBionoN' at VAaious FBaQUENouis
WITH Twioh OaincAi:, Damping, and with a Condhnbbir

Shunttn'g THjffl Sbibxbis Hbsistanob

If we take = 4 and n = 2, and plot the values of

/ 16P + 1

V W+h\i!n‘-2) + l
from i = 0 *0 = 3 we get

a curve as shown in Fig, 62.

It will be seen that the variation of magnification
(positiOB- or negative) nowhere exceeds 6'6 per cent
over a range of frequency from 0 to twice the resonant
frequency of the instrument and that even at three
times the resonant frequency the reduction of ampli-
tude is only 16-6 per cent, whereas the same instrument

Laf

of

dsfkction

behind

deflectir^

fbrce,inckff'eee.
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critioaUy damped and used at three times its resonant

frequency would have a reduction of amplitude of

90 per cent.

The phase displebcement a of a damped oscillograph

working in the usual manner is given by

—

. 2nk
^tan a = (p. 86).

but if the series resistance R be shunted by a condenser

the current from the mains will lead in the pressure by

the angle tan'^ but q> = cooh and = q
ifR IjR

therefore tan*^ oCR = tan"i qk.

The angle between the applied pressure and the

oscillograph deflection is therefore

—

2nk
tan'i —r^- tan’^ qk.

The angle ton'^ -—

—

is already plotted on the curves
X “ /C

shown in Figs. 49 and 61, and we have only to sub-

tract tan~^g'A from the angles there shown.
For g = 4 and n = 2 a, phase displacement curve

is shown in Fig. 62 whence it will be seen that the

phase displacement is practically a straight line over

a range up to 3" 6 times the resonant frequency.

The actual curve is nowhere more than 2° from the

straight line given by 13^.

Recording Transient Phenomena. Using a con-

denser across the series resistance of the oscillographL

Since this method of working an oscillograph shows
such marked advantages over the usual method for

periodic variations it is necessary to inquire into the
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performance of the instrumentwhen subject to transient

phenomena.

It is necessary to consider the order of magnitude

of the various portions of the electrical circuit shown m
Fig. 61. If i2i be the resistance of the osoiUograph

til is can be made^ say, of the order of 6 ohms.

If a current of 0- 1 A gives a large enough deflection

then, on a voltage of 100, the series resistance R is

1000 ohms. If the oscillograph have a resonant fre-

quency of 4000 then in the above case, where (oGJS, = 2

then G, =
2

1000 X 277 X 4000

If a steady voltage V be applied suddenly across the

terminals AB (Fig. 01), the condenser (7* is charged

through the resistance -Ri of the oscillograph and the

charge Q in the condenser at any time t from the

application if the voltage is given, in terms of the final

charge by the equation

—

Q= FC. A).

In the present case, (7^1=— X 10"® x 5 = 4 x 10''^

47r

and if i = 4 X 10’’ second, then (l-e"*/*^*^) = 0-63

i.e. the condenser acquires 63 per cent of its charge in

less than half a millionth of a second.

In one-millionth of a second the condenser acquires

about 92 per cent of its complete charge, that is to

say in a time very short compared with the frequency

of the oscillograph the charge (7,F will flow into the

condenser. This charge will give an impulse to the

oscillograph strips per unit length, equal to C,(F/10)5,

where B is the strength of the magnetic field in which

the strips are placed. If tw be the mass per umt
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V B
length, then the initial velocity is given by (7, or,

yC,V ""

wi

If the resistance of the oscillograph were lower, or

if the value of coCJR were less than 2, then this velocity

would be attained in a still shorter time.

yC,V
To consider how the initial velocity ajSeots

m
the osciLLograph let us take first the simple case of a

critically damped oscillograph, i.e. the case in which

p = 2 com. In Fig. 63 the lower curve shows the deflec-

tion of a critically damped instrument plotted against

an arbitrary scale of time when a constant force is sud-

denly applied to the moving element. In the present

case it is the current due to a voltage F.

At first sight it would not appear that, when an

instrument is just dead beat or critically damped,
one could give it an initial velocity and yet, with the

same applied force, still have the instrument dead

beat, i.e. have no over-shoot of the final position.

That this is so, however, is evident if we consider

the upper curve in Fig. 63, which shows the deflection

plotted against time for an applied voltage 2F. This

curve has at every time just twice the amplitude of

the lower curve. When the deflection for the curve

for 2F attains to the final deflection for V the resultant

force due to the difference between the current in the

strips and the control force is just equal to the force on
the strips at the beginning of the curve for F. It is

obvious, therefore, that if tan a be the rate of change of

the curve for 2F, at the moment when this curve has

half its final value, the curve for F could start with a
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slope at least equal to the angle a. The curve for

deflection against time for applied voltage Y would

then be exactly aumlar to the portion of the

curve abed for 2 Y. Also, if the curve abed be tangential

to its finn.l position then o^h^e^d'^ will be tangential to

Fig. 03.

—

OtnavBS Showhto Rhiatiok bbtwhhin DarFiiHOTioH

AITD TUCH with CBmOAIi Dampino
—^Tha Bcalas of doflootlon aad time are arbitrary)

its finflil position, i.e. it will not cross or overshoot the

line corresponding to its final value and so is still

dead beat.

~FHg . 63 shows, especially for the initial portions of

the curve, how much more quickly the curve starting

with, an iTiitial velocity attains to a particular value as

compared with the ordinary damping curve; thus

one-fifth of the final deflection is attained in one-third

of the time and one-half of the final deflection in half
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the time. (These values are approximate as they are

measured ofE the curve).

Mr. Hodgson has worked out the general case for a

critioalLy damped oscillograph as follows

—

mA + pA +

Y Pi K . yV
therefore A + £A + —A = — pm vn tn K

where y is the electro-maignet force for one ampere.

K
Let — = CO*. Final dlaplacement A = = a

a VO.V
Initial velocity A = tt.

wt

p
For critical damping — = 2o)

A + 2<uA + a)*A => a)*a

solution A = a + (-^ + Bt)er*‘*

then A = (fl — .do) — Boit)er^

when i = 0 A = o A = — a

and when f = oA = 'M .’. u = B aco B = u — oco

For TnftTriTmiTTi deflection

—

. 1 A
A = 0 B — Am — Bmt

or = 0, i.e. t = 00

overshoot A - a = (^ + Bt)e-*^ for this value of t,

A
„ = 0 a A + Bt = 0, I.e.

^ ^
or = 0, i.e. i = oo .

For these two values of < to agree — = 0 ..0 = 00; I.e.
0}

there is no possible solution if Cg does not equal zero, since the

alternative is 6^ = 0, i.e. < = 00 .
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If Cf does not equal zero there will never be any overshoot

1 ^ 1 a -u
t = = —; IS negative

<0 B oi aco — u Q}{aa} — u)

nniftaa u > 003, i.e. Cg > lfRQ3, i.e. CgRoy > 1

It follows from this that the instrument can be given

an initiftl velocity u = aco, or CgRo can be made
equal to one, and yet the instrument will be dead beat.

If CgRco be greater than one then there is overshoot

and Mr. Hodgson gives the solution as follows

—

la u
Maximum deflection occurs when t =—I — 7

03 U - 003 03{tlr-<lO3)

Cg _ RCg
”

1 \ RC.03-1

u
a)(«-afl))

/ J_\ RCg03-l
R03)

Overshoot = {
- a + (tt - 03a) t

( u)
,

U- 003
= 1 - a 4- - f

{ 031 03

\ rno3 rruo'R/

(RCg03 - 1 ) a

_BC^
BO^- 1

smce 7:^ = a.
rruo'R

’ RO^-l
B>atio of overshoot to a = (RCgQ3 — 1) a "

n

where q = RCgto as before.

The following table shows the ratio of overshoot to

finfl.l deflection for various values of RC,q), i.e. of q
—

Ratio of Over-
shoot to Final
Deflection

1-6 1-8 2-0 2-2 2-4 2^6

041 086 •130 •196 26 •31
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It is seen that for values of RC^oi = 2 and w = 1,

the overshoot is only 13-6 per cent of the steady
deflection.

It is shown on p. 108 that the magnification of the
oscillograph when critically damped and with the
series resistance R shunted hy a condenser, is given by

/ (^)g + 1

~
V + P(471* - 2) + 1 ;

where q is the value of RC,m
; Ic = ratio of the actual

frequency to the resonant frequency of the osoiUo-
graph

]
and n = ratio of actual to critical damping.

If w = 1 and ^ = 1, i.e. in the case of an oscillo-

graph critically damped and working at its resonant
frequency, the magnification = -f l)/4] so that,

if ^ = 1, the magnification = 0*7.

If we wish to make the magnification = 1, then
1 = 4 anji q _ value of q the

overshoot of the deflection is only 6 per cent.

The variation of magnification with applied fre-

quency, when working with a value of g = 1-73 and
with critical damping, is shown in Fig. 61 (p. 87) to
make it comparable with the instrument as used nor-
mally. From this curve it is seen that the instrument
wrill work over a range up to 1'3 times its resonant
frequency with an error not greater than the instru-

ment, as used normally, would have up to O-S of its

resonant frequency. In other words the range of
frequency on which the instrument can be u^d is

made over four times as great as when used without
the condenser shunting the series resistance.

The phase displacement for the conditions here con-
sidered {q = 1-73 and critical damping) is also shown
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in Fig. 61 (lower dotted ourve) whence it is seen that

the displacement in degrees is practically proportional

to the value of A; (= f/f^) and is very nearly expressed

by 28A;. The chain dotted line in the figure is drawn
for a displaxsement = 28A;.

If the displacement were exactly proportional to h

there would be no displacement of the various har-

monics relative to the fundamental.

The above results hold for any electro-magnetic oscil-

lograph, no maU&r how damped, therefore the range of

frequency of any Duddell oscillograph damped in the

usual manner could be increased fourfold by placing

in parallel with* the series resistance, a condenser

taking a current 1'73 as great os the series resistance

at a ^quency equal to the resonant frequency of the

oscillograph. The curve given by an instrument of

nominal frequency 2600 would then be more accurate

than one of nominal frequency 10,000 used in the

ordinary way.

Mr. Hodgson has also found on expression for the

maTriTTniTn value that the condenser C, con have, so

that, when the damping is greater than critical, the

instrument still gives a deflection which just faUs to

overshoot its final value, i.e. is just dead beat. The
relation that he finds is

—

EC,oi

but /)fl
= 2ma) is the relation for critical damping.

RGaCO -|- —
p Bu.q)

Therefore — =
Po 2

0—(6897}
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or, denoting ~hjn\ and RC,(d by q
Po

„ 1
2n = q —

.

On p. 109 there is a case worked out for ti = 2 and
g = 4, i.e. with n = 2 instead of ^(4 + J) = 2-126 whioh.
is the value necessary to give no overshoot, and the
curve is shown in Fig. 62.

It is well known that, when the damping is very
nearly critical, under a given condition of working, a
comparatively large variation in p will not affect the
value of the overshoot to any noticeable extent, there-
fore the oscillograph so arranged would show no
appreciable overshoot.

Curves could be drawn for values of q plotted against
n for critical damping and curves obtained similar to
those in Fig. 02 for particular values of n and q.
For higher values of g, n can be taken as half q

without any serious error, thus if q = 10 the value
TO = 6. is within 1 per cent of the true value.
In such a working of the oscillograph the control

due to damping forces has been made very large
compared with the inertia and control forces.

In the preceding oases the results were worked out
for an electro-magnetic oscillograph used to indicate
the pressure between two points in a oirouit. The
conditions are altered when the instrument is used
to indicate the current flowing in a circuit and where
the instrument is used as a shunt to a resistance. It
is evident that the resistance must now have self-
induction as weU as resistance and, if the current and
potential ouiy^g ar^ to bo oxaotly comparable, the
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ratio of the reaction to the resistance voltage must
be equal to the ratio o}G^{ljR) ;

i.e. coLjR, = (oOJR ;

where jL is the self induction of the resistance used as a
shunt, and iSj its resistance.

It might be considered at first somewhat troublesome
to adjust the resistances in the ruftin circuit to have
this value of coLIB, but, except for the resistance shunts
for small currents, the resistance will have nearly
enough seH-induotion. Thus, if cdC^R q = 2, then
for a shunt to give 1 V drop for a current of 60 A
q)L/R, = cuGgR = 2 ;

JR, = 0-02
;

and cdL = 0'04.

Hence, it co = 27r, 4000 = 26,000 (i.e. if resonance fre-

quency = 4000) L = 1-Q microhenries.

A single turn of No. 14 S.W.G. wire, m the form of a
square of 10 cm. side, would have an inductance of

about 0*4 microhenry, and less than three such
turns of wire would be required to give the neces-

sary mductance. A simple mutual inductance could
also be arranged to have the necessary ratio of M
to R.

Piaotioal Conclnsioiis Regarding Range and Error of

Oscillographs. To come to practical results in con-
nection with the errors due to oscillographs it is

sufficient at present, to say that an Einthoven galvano-
meter or oscillograph, in which there is no loading of

the wire by a mirror, fulfils the above theory very
exactly, but an oscillograph of the bifilar type does not
conform so closely.

The one reason for this is that a bifilar instrument
has generally two essential periods of vibration as it

is almost impossible to arrange the two wires to have
equal tensions, and to place the mirror absolutely

symmetrically across the wires. There may also be
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a condition analagous to the case of two closely coupled,

circuits where the energy surges alternatively from one
circuit to the other

;
in the present case the energy of

vibration may surge fron one wire to the other owing

to the coupling due to the mirror. These defects are

not important in oases where the damping is large and
only appear when the ratio of actual damping to

critical damping is small.

The principal disadvantage of the bifilar oscillograph

is the loading of the wire due to the mirror. The theory

as far as we have given has been based on the assump-
tion that the forces per unit length (due to the current,

inertia, damping, and control) are uniform along the
length of the wire but if there be considerahle mass
lumped in the middle of the wire it is evident that the
damping force for unit velocity should be greater at

this point. If it cannot be made greater locally, then
we must make the damping of the strips greater than
necessary to prevent overshoot when a voltage is

suddenly applied. This is the condition under which,
at present, all oscillographs of the bifilar t37pe work
when immersed in oil, and it accounts for the falling-off

in deflection of the oscillograph with increase in the
frequency of the current flowing through it. The fact
that this falling-off is greater than the theoretical
value shows that the instrum ent, is really overdamped.
The curves shown in Fig. 66 (p. 123) show how

impossible it is to make any theoretical deductions
from an oil-damped oscillograph of the bifilar type,
especially when neither the effective mass, nor the
resonant frequency, can be determined with any degree
of accuracy.

When one comes to apply the resonant shunt method
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to a bifilar oBoillograph, the departure of the oscillo-

graph from a simple vibrating system becomes
apparent, and a resonant shunt circuit worked out for

a particular instrument shows for a square wave of

applied voltage a small residual ripple of the order of

from one-twentieth to one-tenth of the deflection, thus

showing that about nine-tenths of the deflection of

7.'

Fio. 64.—BiBicoHDa op thid Stoden Application cp a Steady
CUBHENT TO A HiGH-PHEQUENOY BuTLAR OsCILLOOBAPH

(a) Undamped, (fa) with RKaoNANT-SHUNT Damping

the strips had been absorbed, or 99 per cent of the

energy. If the vibrating system had been a simple

vibrating system the absorption of energy would have

been complete as shown in Fig. 17(a) for an Einthoven

galvanometer. Even when there is an average

residual deflection of 8 per cent with the resonant-

shunt method, the interpretation of the results is

easy as the resonant frequency of the oscillograph is

generally much higher than the wave under observation.

Fig. 64, herewith, shows the result of sending a

constant current through a Duddell high-frequency

oscillograph. In the upper curve, with the strips

undamped, there can be seen the effect of the beats
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between the two wires. At the moment of break
owing to the extremely rapid movements of the spot
the curve is very faint. In the lower curve the effect
of using the osciQograph with a resonant shunt is

(«)

(h)

PiQ. (j6. 'i:{iSIOOBX)tj OBTAINHD WITH A MlQH-FBBQUnNOY
Bui iiA Tt OsoHiLogbaph CbitioaIiLy Bampbjd (o) with Oil

(6) BY A Resonant Shunt

clearly shown, the general outline following the usual
damping curve for an oscillograph, but showing small
residual vibrations for reasons already explained. The
maximuTn . value of these vibrations is about 6 per
cent of the initial displacement, and this value of 6 per
cent is nearly twice what would be produced if there
were no beats between the two wires. When taking
this record Fig. 66(6) the oscillograph was over-damped
in order to show the curve more clearly, but the amount
of the damping can be varied easily at will.
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Fig. 06 is reproduced from two oscillograph records

taken on the same plate, showing the results obtained

(a) by a high-frequency Duddell oscillograph critically

damped by oil (upper curve)
; and (6) by the same

type of oscillograph damped by a resonant shunt

Frequency ofcurrent, cycles per sec.

Fig. 06.—Ctjbvhb Showing Rklaoson bbtwhbin Ampmttjdh
OF VlBBATION ANT3 FbEQUHNOY OP CtTHESINT IN A BeFTTAB
OsoiiiLoaBAPH WITH Oni Damping at Vabious Thmpbbatuilhis,

AND WITH BiBSONANT-SHUNT DAMPING

(lower curve). In spite of the great irregularity in

the curve the two records are almost exactly similar ;

actually the peaks are slightly higher with the resonant

shunt. As the highest important harmonic in the

record has a frequency not exceeding 1000, one would,

of course, expect the records of both elements to be

identical and true. It is only when the frequencies

are much higher, and near the resonant frequency, that

one observes a discrepancy.

In Fig. 66 is shown the performance under various
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oonditions of a bifilar osoillograpli made by the Greneral

Eleotrio Co. (U.S.A.).

The OBcillograph is one with a nominal frequency of

about 4000 and its performance is shown under four
conditions

: (I) with the oscillograph cold
; (11) with

the oscillograph just showing critical damping
;

(III)

with the oscillograph hot after four hours
;
and (IV)

with a resonant shunt. The heating was due to the
exciting circuit of the electro-magnet.
The curves show the relation between the amphtude

of vibration for a sine wave of current and the fre-

quency of this current. This corresponds to the
magnification curves plotted in Eig. 61 against the
ratio of frequency to resonant frequency.

Curve n for critical damping,- i.e. just dead beat,
shows an amphtude of defiection at frequency 2400
equal to half that given at frequency zero. If we
deduce from -this that the resonant frequency is 2400
it means that -the presence of the oil has reduced the
resonant frequency from 4000 to 2400 or made it

0*6 of what it would be out of oil. A usual value for
this ratio is about 0'66.

The curve (I) showing the relation between frequency
and amphtude -with -fche oscillograph cold has, at a
frequency 2400, an amphtude 0-21 of the amphtude at
frequency zero, so -that the dampmg when cold is
0-6/0-21 or 2-3 times the critical value. At a fre-
quency 2400 with the oscillograph hot the amphtude
is 0-93 ajid the damping is 0- 6/0-93 or 0-54 of critical, so
that, due to change of temperature alone, the defiec-
tion at -that frequency can vary over a range of 4/1.
At half the resonance frequency, or 1200, the deflection

can change from 0'42 to 1-08, i.e. over a range of 2'6/l.
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On the other hand, the same instrument used with
a resonant shunt, curve (IV), has up to 2000 frequency a

maximum change of amphtude of 6 per cent, corre-

sponding to a condition of damping between half and
full critical damping, and it will remain constant at

all temperatures.

The principal conclusions to be drawn from these

results are

—

(1) Using an oscillograph damped in the usual way :

(a) it is advisable for the series resistance to have a

capacity effect either inherent or added
;
and (6) the

shunts in the main circuit should be inductive, not

non-inductive.

(2) Using a resonant shunt for damping purposes

has very considerable advantages as it does not reduce

the resonant frequency of the oscillograph and the

damping can be made adjustable and definite. In

this case also : (a) there should be a capacity shunting

the series resistance
;
and (6) the shunts in the main

circuit should be made inductive.

(3) An electrostatic oscillograph can be damped by
a resonant shunt and can be placed in a high vacuum
to enable large electrical stresses to be employed.



CHAPTER IV

THE GATHODH EAT OSCILLOGRAPH

(General Principle. The cathode ray oscillograph w
first developed by Braun and is sometimes spoken of
a Braun Tube. It depends on the principle that a stret

of negative corpuscles can have their path deflected,

either an electro-magnetic or an electrostatic field.

If a highly exhausted glass tube such as shown
Fig. 67 has a cathode plate K sealed into one end a:

a anode plate A some distance along the tube, tlie

when a high enough voltage is applied between t
plates K and A, an electrical discharge will pass a:

this discharge will be carried in the tube chiefly 1

very minute bodies called electrons, each of whi
carries a negative charge of electricity. Sometim
the charge and its associated body is called an electrc

As the current is carried chiefly by negative oharg
these will be discharged against A with great velocit
and if there is a pin hole in the centre of A some of b]

electrons will be projected through tbiA opening dov
a small tube t. In their flight they will pass

; (

between a pair of parallel plates PP with their pla,]

horizontal
;
and (2) between a pair of plates QQ wi

their plane vertical and will eventu^y strike tl

screen S and cause fluorescence.

An electrostatic field can be established between b]

plates PP or between the plates QQ ;
and a pair

coils GG can produce a magnetic field superimposed <

the electrostatio field due to the plates QQ.

126
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Dynamics of the Braun Tube. A body of mass m,

oarrying a charge e, measured in electrostatic units will

be subject to a force in an electrostatic field given by
eE, where E is the strength of field in electrostatic

units, the direction of this force will be along the lines

of force. If the body has motion at right angles to a

magnetio field it will also have a force acting on it

at right angles to its motion and to the magnetic field.

Fiq, 07.—Diaohammatio Rhpbksbintation op the
Bhatjn TtrsH

Force and Motion in a Magnetic Field. In consider-

ing this case, let aU measurements be made in electro-

magnetic units. A charge e moving at a velocity v is

the equivalent of a current of &v and the force in dynes on

a conductor carrying this current would be evB per unit

length, where B is the intensity of the magnetio field.

If the moving charge has a length of path in the

magnetio field = A, the time during which the force

evB acts is X/v, and the displacement di from the

initial straight line during this time will be

evB X^

(3i = \at^ = 71* 2m v*

The velocity impressed on the moving charge by the

matmetic field is so that if the charged body has^ m V
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a difltanoe L to travel after it has passed out of the
magnetio field it "will Lave a further displaoemeiit

j evBX L
,

o% — or a total displacement <5 = d, 4- =
mv V ^ 1

&vB A® evBXL e BX [X \

=
ra T U + -^j

meamr&menta are in electro^agneiic units.

Force and Motion in Electrostatic Field. In this case,
all measurements are made in electrostatic units. If a

(-> A. >\

Fig. 68.—Path oy a PartioiiH bhtwiehn Two
Paratj.tcl Platbs

body of mass m and a charge e has a velocity v and if

it pass in its flight between two parallel plates (Pig. 68),
which are maintained at a difference of potential E,
then, if the disttmce between the plates be d, the
electric field is E/d and the force acting on the body is

eE/d.

The time required to pass the plates is X/v and the
displacement from the itiitia.l straight hne

-‘-ill#
The velocity impressed on the moving charge by the

field ^ that if the charged body has a distance

L to travel after it leaves the influence of the field it
'

TP p 7 T
will have a further displacement (5, = - _ .

d m V v’
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-i)

E & X (
Total displaoement d=(3i + (5« = — [L +
E e X(j.

dmv \

= — — T + t; C7715. where aU measurements are %n
v^md\ 2 /

electrostatic units. The value of ejm for cathode rays =
5-316 X electroBtatio unite or 1-772 x 10'^ electro-

magnetic units.

The velocity v given to the electronfl is determined

by the voltage between the cathode and anode plates.

If we keep in mind the fact that the work done on a

body, in moving it from a plate at one potential to

another at a difEerent potential, is independent of the

path taken and depends only on the charge on the body

it is easy to calculate the velocity of the moving

corpuscles.

If the distance between the cathode and anode

7
plates is D, the field in electrostatic units is — . The

Ve ' Ve
force on the electron is — the acceleration = 7:— and

D .
Lfm

f;2 = 2 X acceleration X D = 2-=- — D = 2V —
D m m

therefore

li- = 5-316 X IQi’

m
V = 10-3 X IO^VF

If Vi be measured in volts then

V = 10-3 X IOV 370
= X 1®’

This assumes that no energy is spent in tearing away
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th© ©leotronfl from th© cath.od©, or absorbod. du© to
viscosity in th© m©dium through which th©y pass.

Sensitivity of the Brann Tnbe. W© ar© now in a
position to caJoulat© th© s©nflitivity under any given
condition.

In th© tub© shown in Fig. 67 when a stream of
electrons is projected at a high velocity against A
some of them will pass through a small aperture in the
centre of the plate. A diaphragm with a hole in the
centre, or else a pinhole tube as shown at t, Fig. 67,
is interposed between th© anode A and th© screen iS

on which the stream of electrons (or “ cathode ray ”)

falls
;

this is to cut off secondary radiation and light,
and to confine the pencil of rays and the spot to a small
diameter.

Case (a)

—

JElectro-magnetic Operation, If the cathode
ray, after passing the diaphragm, pass into a magnetic
field of uniform strength and if the strength is uniform
for a distance of 10 cm. and then the rays travel
another 20 cm. before they strike the screen, the dis-
placement is

—

^ e BX(X \

m 772 X 10'^
(26) cm.

If 1^ = 10,000 V, velocity of electrons = 6-96 x 10®,

, . 1-772 X 10’

=^ X103
^ X 26 = 0-7465 cm.

or approximately 7-6 mm. for unit strength of magnetic
field.

If we assume that the field £ is produced by two
long coils (Fig. 69) one on each side of the tub© and,
say, 12 cm. long by 2-6 cm. wide, then if placed 2-6 cm.
apart the field horizontal at the centre will be given
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1

by 0-32 i 71 where i is the current in amperes and 71 =
the number of turns in each coil. If = 1, that is

with a single turn, the value of B would be 0*32 with one
ampere and the deflection would be about 2-6 nun.

If the current required to be studied were of the

order of OT A, the number of turns would be

120 (this would give a deflection of 42-3 mm. on each

Fig. 00.—

D

1MEIN8IONS OF Coils Pboduoino Elbotbo
MAONBTIO FiHLD DT THB BbATTN TubH OON8IDEBJB1D

m THE Text

side of zero), and the value of the self induction would

be about 3 millihenries. At a frequency of 1000 this

would give a reactive voltage = 1-76 V
;
at a frequency

of 10,000 the voltage required would be 17-6
;
and at

100,000 frequency the voltage would be 176 V. The

current sensitivity would be 1 nun. for about 0-003 A.

Case (b)—El^ostatic OperaiioTi. To take an

example for the same osciUogTaph operating on tbe

electrostatic forces

—

If the speed of the corpuscles be the same os before,

and if the electrostatic plates be 10 cm long and 1 cm.

apart, i.e. A = 10, d = 1, and if X = 20 as before, then ;

Displacement of spot under eleotrostatio field

E e X

rn d

n
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where E, the voltage between the plates, is measured
in eleotrostatio units.

If ^ be measured in volts, V—
. , A

300 m d\ 2/

If the voltage between cathode and anode = 10,000 V
;

V = 5-96 X 100
;

e/m = 6-316 x lO^’
;

JL/d =. 10
;

and = 26. Therefore, S = V X -0124 or a

deflection of 1 cm. for about 80 V or 3 cm. for a maxi-
mum voltage of 240.

As the capacity of two parallel plates, say, 2 cm;
wide, 10 cm. long, and 1 cm. apart is of the order of

20
,— electrostatic units, or 2-22 x lO'^^ farads or, say,

3 X lO'i0 farads to aUow for fringing and capacity of

connecting wires, etc., this would take a current equal
to 4-6 /xA, at a R.M.S. voltage of 240 and a frequency
of 1000 per sec. That is an apparent power of 1-08

milhwatts. On the other hand, electro-magnetic opera-
tion takes (apart from the power spent in the resist-

ance of the coils) 0-1 A at 1-76 V when working at a
frequency of 1000 per sec., or 0-176 watts, which is

about 170 times the apparent power for electrostatic
working . From this it will be seen how much more
desirable it is to work the instrument with the eleotro-
statio fleld when the power available is limited.
Upper Limit of Frequencjy. It has been claimed that

there is no upper limit to the frequency that can be
truly recorded by a cathode ray oscillograph, apart
from the difficulty of obtaining a reliable record.
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There is, however, an extreme upper limit depending

on the speed of the electrons.

Thus, as far as the author knows, the extreme upper

limit for a record of wave form is 220 X 10® cycles per

sec., shown by Dufour using a stream of electrons with

a velocity about 16 X 10® cm. per sec., and with a

length of deflecting plate in the oscillograph about 8 cm.

The length of time a given electron takes to pass

such a plate is 8/(16 X 10®) = 0*6 x 10 ® sec.
;

and

the period of a half-wave of frequency 220 X 10® cycles

per sec. is 1/(440 X 10®) = 2-3 x lO'® sec.

If it were desired to study the wave form at this

extreme frequency, the half-wave of the fifth harmonic

would have a period equal to the time of fiight of the

electron past the plate, and its reduction in amplitude

or attenuation would be in the ratio 2 to tt of what it

ought to be, since the electrons that enter between the

plates where the pressure is zero will have a force

increasing sinusoidally to a maximum at the middle

of the plate and falling again to zero as they emerge,

BO that the acceleration is that due to the average

value of the voltage and not that due to the maximum

value. It is certain, however, that over ranges up to

an absolute frequency of a million per sec., the magnifi-

cation or diminution of a wave is negligible.

Details of Constmctioii and Operation. It will be

seen from the equations given on p. 130 that to increase

the sensitivity of the cathode ray oscillograph it is

necessary to ^iTniniRh the speed of the moving electron ,

or to lengthen the duration of action of the field by

lengthening the plates
;
or to increase the field strength

by bringing the plates closer together.

If the cathode is cold it requires a fairly high initial

10—

(

6807
)
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voltage to start a streain of cathode rays. The
voltage required depends on the distance apart of the

electrodes, on the pressure of the residual gas in the

tube, and also on the intensity of spot required on the

screen or photographic plate. Grenerally speaking, the

pressure is never less than 10,000 V, and volta-ges up
to 60,000 are common.
As the velocity of the ray is proportional to the

square root of the propelling voltage V and as the

sensitivity of the osciQograph is inversely proportional

to the velocity for magnetic deflection, and inversely

proportional to the square of the velocity for electro-

static deflection, the oscillograph sensitivity is propor-

tional to l/V^ ^ magnetic, and to 1/V in the

electrostatic case.

As the energy stored in each moving electron is

proportional to the square of the velocity, the energy

given up when it strikes the screen rises very rapidly

with the increase of voltage. The screen JS {Fig. 07)

is covered with flne willemite crystals, or calcium
tungstate, which fluoresce under the bombardment of

the cathode rays, and thus ' indicate the position of

the pencil rays or the “ spot.”

Johnson uses as the active material for the screen

equal parts of calcium tungstate and zinc silicate, both
specially prepared for fluorescence, with pure water
glass as binder. He finds that this produces a gener-

ally more useful screen than either constituent alone.

The pure tungstate gives a deep blue light which is

about 30 times as active on the photographic plate as

the yellow green light of the silicate, while the silioate

gives a light which is many times brighter visually

than that from the tungstate. By miTring the two a
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screen is produced more than half as bright visually
as pure sihcate and more than hah as active photo-
graphically as pure calcium tungstate.

To increase the sensitivity of the oscillograph it is

necess^y to have a means of obtaining a stream of
electrons under a low voltage . Sir Joseph Thomson has
proposed a hot cathode of the same type as that used
by CooUdge in his X-ray tube to

produce free electrons. The cathode
is generally in the form of a flat spiral

surrounded by a cylindrical metallic

sheath as shown in Fig. 70. This

spiral can be made of tungsten or Fio. 70. Spihai,

T.ime-ooated platinum and is heated Cathode
n . ..11 . ,1 ,

Ray Osctlloqkaph
by passing a smtabie current through

it. The magnitude of the heating current is determined
by the intensity of the cathode-anode stream, and the
temperature must be such as to cause a sufficient supply
of electrons for this stream. The object of the metallic

sheath surrounding the heated spiral is to prevent
spreading of the cathode stream as it leaves the spiral

and to concentrate a larger portion of the stream on
the anode.

To obtain a fine spot on the screen it is necessary to

adjust the value of the current in the filament, the

voltage between the anode and cathode, and the

pressure of the residual gas in the tube.

The spot is much smaller and more intense if there is

a trace of gas left in the tube, a pressure of about

mm. of mercury being an average value. The
value of the vacuum must, however, be governed by
the appearance of the spot which should be very small,

bright, and without blurs or halos. If the tube be made
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throughout of glass and all the oonnections hermetic-

ally sealed through the glass there is no ready means of •

altering the vacuum and, under working conditions,

there is a tendency for the gas pressure to diminish and

for. the spot to become larger. It is preferable there-

fore, whenever possible, to have a connection from the

tube to a suitable vacuum pump so that the vacuum
can be adjusted to give the best spot.

It is also necessary, as will be seen later, to have a

means of opening up the tube when it is desired to let

the spot produced by the cathode beam fall directly on

a photographic plate or film. In this case it is, of

course, necessary to re-evacuate the tube after it has

been opened to remove a record.

Alternative Forms of Records. When using the

sealed-up tube such as shown in Fig. 67 there is no

convenient method of allowing a plate or fi lm to pass

close to the screen and in addition the actinic power of

the luminous spot is very small. It is necessary there-

fore, in order to obtain a record of the motion of the

spot, to have some means of causing a displacement of

the spot at right angles to the motion produced by the

electrostatic or magnetic field being studied.

Thus, if it were possible to use one pair of the

electrostatic plates to produce a field proportional to

voltage being studied, and if the second pair of plates

had a voltage applied to them which increased

uniformly with time, then the curve produced on the

screen would be a record of the voltage to be studied,

plotted to a uniform time base. Similarly, if a mag-
netic field were arranged to produce a deflection of the

cathode beam at right angles to the deflection produced

by the voltage being studied, the record would be drawn
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to a uniform time base if the magnetic field increased

uniformly with time.

When one is dealing with records from low frequency

sources, say from a machine, it is quite easy to arrange

a potentiometer to revolve synchronously with the

wave to be examined and to supply either a current or

a pressure varying uniformly with time. If the spot

goes over the record time after time it produces a

steady image which can be viewed directly, or it can

be arranged to take a photograph of the trace by an

ordinary camera and, as long as the phenomenon being

studied is constant, the record on the screen will be

constant and the photograph can be taken with a time

exposure to suit the intensity of the spot on the screen.

There are, however, many oafles in which the frequency

is too high or where no potentiometer is available, and

it is then necessary to obtain a means of recording the

curve.

In Fig. 67 when, say, an alternating potential is

applied between the plates PP, the spot will be dis-

placed up and down the screen as shown on the end

view of the screen at (a). If now the coils 0 C carry

a current of the same frequency as the supply to P P
there will be a periodic displacement along the

horizontal axis. As it is more convenient to have this

periodic displacement simple harmonic motion, the

current in the coils C G should be made as nearly

sinusoidal as possible, and Fig. 71 shows an arrange-

ment by which this result can be obtained. In this

diagram PP represent the electrostatic plates of the

oscillograph, and C C the coils which produce the

horizontal displacement. A condenser is placed

in parallel with C C to produce parallel resonance;
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a condenser is oonneoted with a variable induc-

tance L to produce series resonance
;
and a non-induc-

tive resistance jR^ is connected in series with L and
Then, when is small, the current in the series cir-

cuit is very nearly a pure sine wave owing to the high
impedance of X to all but the resonant frequency.

This current is the resultant of the currents in. G C and

Fio. 71 .—Akranghmeint of Oteouit fob Obtainino
SrmiBoiDAi. ChmBHDtra in Cohb 00

and, as these are in resonance, the series current is

small compared with the current in. C G and in

The current in (7 (7 is still more nearly sinusoidal

than the current in the series circuit since the impedance
of the condenser varies inversely as the frequency
and the impedance of G G directly as the frequency,
and so the higher the harmonic, the greater the shunt-
ing effect of the condenser K^on. the coils G G.

When L and are practically resonating, con-
siderable changes in the phase of the currents can be
made by varying the value L.

The resistance 7^2 is placed in circuit to limit the
value of the current until the circuits are adjusted.

The coils G G produce a horizontal displacement
varying in simple harmonic motion, and the plates
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P P & vettioal movement proportional to the voltage,

and since these motions differ practically 90 degrees in

phase, the resultant trace is a circle or an eUipse when
the voltage to be tested is sinusoidal. If the voltage be

not sinusoidal an irregular curve wUl be drawn, per-

haps as shown in Pig. 72. Since the displacement

Fig. 72.—^HYPOTHunaAL RnooBD OsTAmaD with a
Cathodh Ray Osouxogbaph

Tlie cuTYO 1b plotted to rootanffular oo-ordlnatee with time as haae
In the right-hand diagram

along PQ is simple harmonic, equal arcs measured

round a circle, drawn with R{= PQf2), as radius, will

represent equal periods of tune, and the projections of

these arcs on the line PQ will also represent equal

times.

Perpendiculars erected at these points to meet the

curve at n-^ ... will give the values of the

voltage at these equal time intervals, and if necessary

the curve can then be redrawn to a uniform time base

as shown on the right in Fig. 72. The number of the

time intervals chosen should be greater, the more

irregular the curve.
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In Boni6 oases the displacement of the ray in a
horizontal direction is not produced by a current or
voltage that is in any simple relation to the vertical
displacement, but as long as the horizontal displace-
ment is in simple harmonic motion the record can
always be redrawn. In this case, however, since the
curve will not be retraced the exposure should pre-
ferably be short so as to record only one traverse of
the spot across the plate.

Improved Cathode Ray OscUlographa. While the
cathode ray oscillograph, as devised by Braun, openeji
up new helds of usefulness where oscillographs opera-
ting with mechanical S3^tems even as light as a
stretched wire would be inoperative, it is no doubt''
due to ^e valuable work of Dufour that the cathode
ray oscillograph occupies its present unique position.M already mentioned, Dufour has, by means of
unproved technique and very elaborate apparatus,
obtained photographic records of frequencies as high
as 220,000,000 per sec. with a single trace, whereas a
few years ago records of a million per sec. under such
conditions would have been considered wonderful.

great improvement has been due to his recogni-
tion of the fact that, to work at high frequencies and
obtain photographic records with a single trace over
the plate, it is necessary that

: (1) the cathode ray
should fall directly on the plate

; (2) there should be
a small amount of residual gas iu the tube, (for the
reason explained on p. 166)

; (3) at the extremely
high frequencies it is necessary to accelerate the
cathode stream by a very high voltage even up to

Once it is recognized that the problem must be
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faced of opening the tube to admit or withdraw a
photographio plate, great modifications of Braun’s
original model become desirable.

As a pump must be provided capable of producing
a high vacuum it is no longer necessary to have the
joints in the apparatus hermetically sealed but a
ground-in metal to metal joint sealed with grease is

allowable, and it is possible to use metal instead of

glass for a great portion of the “ tube.”

The Dnfonr Cathode Ray Oscillograph. !EMg. 73

8h,ows the cathode oscillograph os developed by Dufour.
The lower portion of the apparatus is metallic and
serves to contain the phosphorescent screen and the

])hotographio apparatus. The part v is the inter-

mediate portion of the apparatus and is where the
electrostatic plates or the magnetic field is applied to

the cathode stream. The upper portion, d, is the

tube proper and contains at the upper end the cathode
e and at the lower end a fine pin-hole tube / which
acts as the anode and is connected to the metallic bell

a forming the lower portion of the apparatus. The
air-tight door h gives admission to the lower portion

of the “ tube,” and allows the photographio plates and
films to be taken in or out. The connection to the air

pump is made at m.

Both V and d ore made of glass and are arranged to

fit into each and form an airtight joint. The tube v

also fits into a coned hole in a. The tube v ooidd be
of metal if it were only required for internal electro-

static deflecting plates, but not if it is required to use

it with external electrostatic plates or with a magnetic
field. A conducting tube of any kind would be inad-

missible for external plates and would be inadmissible
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at a frequency of, say, 50 cycles per sec. for eta alter-

nating magnetic field owing to the eddy currents

produced.

When a glaas tube is used with external plates the

results are not so reliable as with internal plates, because

the distribution of potential is not definite if the residualODE F Q

Fio, 74 .—Altbbwativb Fobms or Tubhs to Smr
DiFPBiBHirT Abbaitgbimbintb or DstPiiBOTrNra Platbs,

HTG., IN THB DUTOrTB OSOTLLOQHAPH

gas in the interior becomes ionized by the cathode

stream. There will also be dielectric hysteresis and

fatigue in the glass which will produce a distortion of

the curve and also a displacement of phase. It is

often convenient, however, to be able to use external

plates or an external pair of deflecting coils at will.

The tube v as shown in Fig. 73 is used normally

only with deflecting coils
,
and is replaced by the tube

G (Fig. 74) when it is required to employ an electro-

static field, or by tube D when it is required to employ

two electrostatic fields at right angles. The double
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tubes E, F, and 0 are arranged to enable simultaneous
records to be obtained of two currents, or of a pressure
and a current or of two pressures. The rays have to be
made parallel to each by small electro-magnets operating
where the two branches join the main tube.

In Fig. 73 is shown the arrangement Dufour employs
to turn the photographic drum inside the vessel a.

An internal shaft which can engage the drum y
by means of the crank Z, is driven through a positive
magnetic clutch p from the outside shaft q. The lines
of force from the magnet pass through a tbiii glass
cap c which fits on to the extension of the vessel a.

The linear speed of the film on the drum can be made
some 600 cm. per sec. and this is the arrangement used*^
up to frequencies of the order of 8000, but for the
higher of these frequencies their presence only is

indicated and not their exact shape.

Dufour also has a high tension switch arranged to
operate synchronously with the rotation of the outside
shaft q. This is arranged to insure that the cathode
ray will only be in action during one revolution of the
drum, thus preventing fogging of the plates.

Fig. 76 shows a record obtained in tbia way, and is
a ^ace of the current in the primary of an induction
con working in conjunction with a Wehnelt break.
When records of veiy high frequencies have to be

obtained the speed of the drum is relatively so slow
that no advantage is obtained by its use

;
plates are

therefore used instead. It is then necessary to employ
an auxi liary high frequency sinusoidal current, not
necessarily or desirably of such high frequency as the
source being investigated. This auxiliary current
causes the cathode spot to traverse the plate on one
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axis, -while the souroe being investigated causes the

spot to traverse the plate on the other axis. The

traverse due to the current being investigated is kept

BTTnfl.11 compared with the auxiliary traverse.

If the auxiliary traverse be produced by a magnetic

field due to, say, the current from a singing arc, and if

Fig. 76.—Rboobd or thb Oubbent m the Pbtmaby or an
iNDTJonoN Coil (with Whhnhilt iNTHBBurTBB,) Obtained

by Means or a Duyoub OsoiLiioaBAPH

there be an auxiliary field at right angles to this pro-

duced by the application of a constant B.M.F. to the

terminals of a coil, this second coil produces a trail or

drift of the spot across the plate in the same axis

as the souroe of E.M.F. being investigated, but at a

rate slow compared with the movement of the ^ot due

to the auxiliary souroe.

A curve obtained in this way is shown in Fig. 76.

The traverse of the spot on the y axis is about 6 times
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as great as the traverse in the x axis, and the drift on
the z axis during a oomplete cycle of the auxiliary
field is about equal to the traverse of the source being
investigated.

Fig. 70.—Rhoohx) of PBBissTjaH Vabiations zn a Singing
Abo Obtahthid with a Dxjtotib OsorLLOoBAPH

T^iis particular record (Fig. 76) is of the pressure
variations of a singing arc. The auxiliary oscilla-
tions in the axis y are of a frequency of 10,000 per sec.
the main oscillations in the z axis are of a frequency
of about 240,000 per sec., and the high frequency
oscillations superimposed on the main oscillations are
of the order of 6,000,000 per sec.

r

Drift
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It is siifficieiit to say that Dufour has aohievedj as

already mentioned, records up to a frequency of

220,000,000 per sec,, hut the records of these fre-

quencies do not lend themselves so well for reproduc-
tion purposes. At such extreme frequencies the spot
produced on the plate by the cathode ray moves at a
rate of 800 to 900 kilometres per sec.

Hot Cathode Ray Oscillograi^. Some crystals,

such as tourmaline, have the property of giving an
electric charge or quantity of electricity when sub-

jected to mechanical pressure between two faces.

This charge changes in sign when the pressure becomes
^negative, i.e. for a suction. The rise in electrical

pressure due to the charge will, of course, depend on
the capacity of the apparatus connected to the crystal

and, as long as the capacity of the apparatus remains

constant, the rise of electrical pressure is proportional

to the rise of mechanical pressure.

This piezo electric efEeot gives a very valuable aid

to the study of extremely high and rapidly varying

mechanical pressures, and it has been so used by Sir

Joseph Thomson, in conjunction with the cathode ray

oscillograph, to study the rapid rise of pressure pro-

duced by explosions. To make the oscillograph more

sensitive and to accelerate the electrons with a smaller

voltage, Thomson used the hot cathode as already

described. Dr. Keys, who collaborated with him,

obtained in this way records of the pressure waves

produced in water by the detonation of charges of

guncotton and T.N.T.

The hot-cathode oscillograph as devised by Thomson

and Keys was improved further in detail by Dr. A. B.

Wood and it will be sufficient to illustrate the later
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instrument as representative of its class. Fig. 77 is a

cross section showing the construction of the oscillo-

graph designed by Dr. Wood and is seK-explanatory to

a large extent. It is a cathode ray oscillograph which
has to be opened up to withdraw and insert the photo-

graphic plates and therefore is used in conjunction

with an air pump. Near the top is a glass bulb con-

taining both the cathode and the anode, which are

comparatively close together as the instrument is

designed for a working pressure of about 3000 V.

The electro-magnet, the poles of which embrace the

tube, is used to produce the tune-displacement of the

cathode spot on the plate. This magnet is not used
for the measurement of the electric current flowing

as the eddy currents and hysteresis in the iron would
introduce uncertainty, and so would the eddy currents

in the brass tube itseK. The measurements made are

those due to the electrostatic forces and two pairs of

plates at right angles are shown.
The records are obtained on photographic plates

mounted on the six sides of the hexagonal plate holder

shown at the bottom of the apparatus. This plate

holder can be removed from the oscillograph when six

records have been made.
The type of plate used is very important when one

is dealing with cathode rays operating under low
voltages, for the eneigy stored in the electron varies

directly as the voltage
; thus at a voltage of 3000 the

energy will be one-twentieth of that at 60,000 V. To
enable ordinary plates to be used successfully it is

necessary to sprinkle them with a thin layer of calcium
tungstate, but a better plan is to use Sohumajm plates
which are specially prepared to have a minimum
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quantity of gelatine in the film . This t^e of plate

allows more of the electrons to impinge dirt^ptly on the

silver granules and, as a result, a speed of spot relative

to plate of 1000 metres per sec. is possible as compared

with a speed of about 60 metres per sec. for ordinary

gelatine plates. This compares with a speed of 800,000

to 900,000 metres per sec. claimed by Dufour for his

osciQograph using a propelling pressure of 60,000 V.

It is evident therefore that if the results as regards

cleamess and arrangement were comparable, increasing

the voltage twenty times would enable the relative

velocity of spot and plate to be increased some 800

times
;

in other words as the voltage on the oscillo-^

graph is raised the photographic effects increase more

rapidly than the energy stored in the electron. This is

very fortunate as it enables records to be obtained

at very high frequency as long as the propelling voltage

of the rays is high.

Characteristics of the Hot-Cathode Ray Oscillograph.

The first essential test that it is necessary to apply to

any oscillograph concerns its performance when a

sudden change of voltage is applied to it. The record

reproduced in Fig. 78(a) was obtained by suddenly

applying 40 V to the electrostatic plates of a hot-

cathode ray oscillograph when the spot was being

trailed across the plate at a speed of about 6000 cm.

per sec. As far as one is able to judge the change

from one value to the other is absolutely instantaneous

and there is no overshoot. Actually, there must be an

extremely slight rounding of the curve owing to the

finite speed of the electrons and there must be an

overshoot if the electrostatic plates are connected to

the source by leads having induction and comparatively
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low reBifltance. The first effect is so small that it

would not appear, except at extremely high speed

of spot relative to plate, the second effect is shown

actually present in Fig. 76 given by Dufour.

It can be said, however, that even the slow speed

electrons produced by voltages as low as 100 V would

give records accurate up to frequencies as high as

1,000,000 per sec.

The curves shown in Fig. 78(6) and (c) are records of

frequencies of the order of 16,000 per sec. and 46,000

per sec. respectively. AH the records in Fig. 78 were

kindly given the author, by Dr. Wood, and illustrate

very well the clearness of the records obtained.

To obtain the time-variation of the spot across the ^

plate Dr. Wood generally uses the electro magnet

mentioned above (see Fig. 77), and places in series

with it, a high inductance. If a constant E.M.F. be

applied to this circuit, the rate of change of current,

multiplied by the total self-induction of the circuit,

must be equal to the applied E.M.F. just at the moment

of switching on. It remains at approximately this

value for a time equal to, say, a quarter of the time-

constant of the circuit
;

if therefore, LjR be made

large, the rate of change of current can be made con-

stant for an appreciable time, and the spot can be

trailed across the plate at a practically constant speed.

To increase the speed of the spot it is only necessary

to increase the applied E.M.F.

A similar result is attained if a condenser K be con-

nected in parallel with one pair of electrostatic deflect-

ing plates and the combination be charged through a

resistance from a voltage F. The initial rate of rise

of the voltage across the plates is VjKR and, as it is
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easy to make R large, the time constant KR can be
made as long as necessary so that the rate of change of

voltage remains practically constant over a considerable

period, the actual rate of rise

being varied by varjdng the

applied voltage.

It is necessary, with this

arrangement, to have a means
of producing synchronism be-

tween the trailing of the spot

across the screen and the occur-

rence of transient phenomena
such as the record of the sudden
switching-on of a voltage, as

shown in Fig. 78(a). This is

not difficult to arrange except

at extreme speeds of travel of

the spot relative to the plate.

Johnson Low-Voltage Cathode
Ray OscUlograph. A new type

of low-voltage cathode ray

oscillograph has been developed

by Johnson for the Western
Electric Co. as shown in Fig. 79.

It employs a closed glass tube,

and, as in the original Braun
tube, the record is made on a

fluorescent screen and a photo-

graph is taken of this trace which must remain steady

for some seconds to allow for a time exposure with an
ordinary camera.

The distinguishing features of this oscillograph

are : (1) the low voltage, about 300 V, under which

Fig. 79.—Johnson Low-
VoLTAGH CATHODH RaT

OsOTT.TiOQBAPH

I

e
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the electrons are propelled from the cathode
anode

; (2) the closeness of the anode to the c^

(3) the minute dimensions of these electrodes
;

small amount of residual gas that can be
j

1 I
between the elec

To achieve
(

electrodes are

into a small glag

within the mai
and the volume ,

(h)

dual gas presei

tween the electtc

not more than 1 (

All paths betwe

electrodes are so

and the pressure

low that there a

enough ions pres

allow an arc to si

Fig. 80(a) sho’i

electrode unit w]

(cLy mounted oomplet
Fiq. 80 .—Euhotrodb Unit (o) and two sets of defl
Cathodb (6), OP THB Johnson t , r> x
CaTHODB RaV OsCIIiLOQBAPH platOS IT at One '

. the glass tube,
anode A is a platmum tube 1 cm. long by
diameter and, as shown in the figure, tbia tube
up almost to a screen B which is placed betwe
cathode F and the anode A. The screen B 1:

aperture at the centre, and is connected to the oa
which is an oxide-coated platinum ribbon of the

shown in Fig, 80(6). The particular shape (

cathode is to protect it from the bombardment
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ions (positive) which pass through the aperture in the
screen.

The cathode is heated by means of a current through
it, and serves to provide a supply of free electrons.

Those that pass near the aperture in the screen are

drawn through by the strong electrostatic field between
the anode and the screen, and are discharged in large

part down the anode tube. Those of the electrons

which have a fiight along the axis of the tube emerge
as a beam into the large tube and pass between the
two pairs of plates.

The deflecting plates are of Gherman silver to mini-
mize eddy currents when a magnetic field is employed
to produce the deflection.

Focusing in Cathode Ray Oscillographs. As the
propelling voltage is low in the Johnson oscfllograph,

the velocity of the electrons is low compared with the

values considered in the earher parts of this chapter.

There is, therefore, time for the electrostatic repulsion

between the electrons to cause dispersal, and this would
be serious except that it is possible to use the focusing

due to the presence of residual gas in the tube. The
lower the velocity of the electrons in the tube, the

greater the amount of residual gas required, and, in the

Johnson oscillograph a gas pressure of a few thousandths

of a millimetre of mercury is used.

The use of residual gas was suggested by Dr. H. J.

van der Bijl.

The focusing action of the residual gas can easily

be explained and the same explanation apphes also

to the trace of gas left in the tube used by Dufour.

The number of electrons passing per sec. in a
beam between the deflecting plates of a cathode ray
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osoillograph varies with the current flowing between -the
electrodes, and in the Johnson osoillograph it

be some 10^* electrons. The velocity of the electrons is
about 10® cm. per sec., and therefore every oentiine-bre
measured along the beam contains about 10® electrons
in flight.

Initially, this number would be concentrated in ^
beam of about 1 mm. diameter.

A number of these electrons in their flight -will
impinge on molecules of the residual gas and prodnoo
ionization, i.e. the molecule is broken up and th.©
electron released. The release of the electron (carrying
the negative charge) from the neutral molecule leaves
the ion (carrying a positive charge), but the velocities
of the original electron and of the displaced electron
are high and they leave the path of the beam at a
very high speed while the relatively heavy and slow
ion leaves the beam at a slow speed.

There will therefore be along the beam an excess
of positive ions over negative ions, and thia means
that the rays are drawn in towards the axis of the
beam.

At first sight it might appear strange that any con-
siderable percentage of the electrons could pass through
the residual gas without coming into collision with
the molecules.

At a pressure of 0*001 mm. of mercury the number
of molecules present in the gas is still of the order of
3 X 10^® per ou. cm., and if the length of path in the
osoillograph be 30 cm., the number in the path of the
ray (assumed to be 1 sq. mm. in cross section) woulcL
be roughly 10^® molecules. The area of the shadows
oast by the molecules (if one could assume a molecule
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to cast a shadow) would be more than the square
• millimetre which is the cross section of thebeam and this

would be so even when allowance was made for the

attenuation of the gas in the beam due to the bom-
bardment; The molecules are, however, in com-
paratively rapid motion or vibration and are not

uniformly spaced SO as to cut off the whole of the ray.

Longitudinal Section. Cpobs Section.

Fio. 81.—Diaobammatio Retbssbintation of Elbotsons
PASStNG THHOUQH RaHHFIKD GaS (NOT TO SOAIiB)

They are like so many shutters which, if placed edge

to edge, could out off the whole of a light source, but

if allowed to oscillate past each other will allow light

to pass.

The condition of affairs for a particular moment
might be illustrated by Pig. 81, in which the large

dots are supposed to represent molecules and the

small dots electrons. The free space around a mole-

cule may be of the order of a million times as great as

the volume of the molecule itself, while the size of the

electron is, in its turn, very small compared with the

molecule. The number of electrons in a length of

1 cm. of the beam may be of the order of 10® and

these are travelling down the beam with a velocity of

about 10® cm. per sec.

If we ima-gine the ionized molecules (positively
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charged) to be uniformly distributed down the beam
and over its cross section then the resultant charge •

could,be represented, as fM* as its effect on other outside

charges is concerned, by concentrating this charge along"

the axis of the beam, i.e. at its centre of gravity. In a-

similar way, the force due to the unifon^y distributed

electrons (negatively charged) could be considered to*

be due to these electrons concentrated along the axis.

The force on any individual electron on the boundary
of the team is towards the axis or away from the axis,

depending on whether there is an excess of ions or of
electrons.

For an electron inside the beam, at a distance Rsp

from the axis, the force is RgfJR^ of that at the boundary,
*’

and will act in the same direction as the force at the
boundary if the distribution of electrons and ions ia

uniform.

If the numbers of electrons and ions are equal, there
will be no force on the moving electrons, and the beam
will only spread due to any initial divergence it may
have. If the angle of divergence be known, then the
number of free ions required jier cm. length to turn
the outside electrons and bring them to a focus at the
screen can be estimated.

In any case, increasing the current increases the total

ionization and the inward pull on the electrons and so*

brings the beam more quickly to a focus.

A characteristic of this and indeed of all cathode
ray oscillographs is the conductivity between the
deflecting plates, due to the ionization of the residual

gM. This conductivity is not constant, but variea
with the direction and magnitude of applied voltage

;

it is therefore not possible to use a series condenser to*
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reduce the voltage applied to the instrument as this
" would produce appreciable distortion except when the

frequency was very high. The conductivity between

the plates depends on the number of free ions between

them and will therefore increase with the size of the

plates and their distance apart, provided that the

cathode ray has been passing in the tube for some
time before the deflecting voltage is applied to the

plates. It will also increase with the pressure of the

gas, if the cathode ray remain constant, as the number
of collisigns between electrons and molecules will

increase, and so inorease the number of free ions.

^ The current passing between the plates cannot h®
greater than that required to carry the free negative

ions to the positive plate and the free positive ions to the

negative plate as fast as they are produced by the bom-
bardment. The current will therefore not increase

proportionally to the voltage but, after a certain

voltage is reached, will remain constant. This cur-

rent is called the saturation current and will only start

to inorease again when the voltage between the deflect-

ing plates is raised to such a point that it can produce

ionization on its own account.
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Low 'Temperature Distillation. S. North .15 0

Machine Design. G. W. Bird . . .60
v.Ar.HTTjR URAWiNG, Preparatory Course to.

P. W. Scott 2 0

Magnetism and Electricity, An Introductory
Course of Practical. J. R. Ashworth . 3 0

Magneto and Electric Ignition. W. Hibbert . 3 6

Manuring Land, Tables for Measuring and,

J. Cullyer 3 0



Marutb ENoiNBBRa, Practical Alvicb for.
C. W. Roberts . . . . . .50

r' Marinb Scsbw Propsllbbs. Detail Dssioif of.
D. H. Jackson 6 0

Mathematical Tables. W. E. Dommott . .46
Mathematics, Engineering Applications of. W.

C. Bickley . . . . . .50
Mathematics, Mining (Preuminary). G. W.

Stringiellow. With Answers . . . .20
Mechanical EIngeneering Detail Tables. J. P.

. . , . . . . .76
Mechanical Engineers' Pocket Book. Whit-

taker's . . . . , . . . 12 6
Mechanical Refrigeration. H. Williams , 20 0
Mechanical Stokino. D. Brownlie . .60
Mechanical Tables . . . . .20
Mechanics' and Draughtsmen’s Pocket Book.
W. E. Dommott . . , . . .26

Metal Turning. J. G. Homer . . .60
Metal Work, Practical Sheet and Plate. E. A-

Atkins . , . . , , , .76
Metal Work—RepoussA. C. G. Leland . .50
Metalworkers' Practical Calculator. J.
Matheson . . . . , . .20

Metric and British Systems, of Weights and
Measures. F. M. Perkin . . . .36

Metric Conversion Tables. W. E. Dommett . 2 6
Milling, Modern. E. Poll . . . .90
Mineralogy. F. H. Hatch . . . .60
Minino, Modern Practice of Coal. Kerr and
Bnms. Part 1, 6/- ; Parts 2, 8 and 4, each . 6 0

Mining Science, Junior Course IN. H.G. Bishop 2 6
Motion Picture Operation, Stage Electrics,

ETC. H. C. Horstmann and V, H. Tondey . 7 6
Motor Truck and Automobile Motors and
Mechanism. T. H. Rnssell . . . .80

Motor Boats, Hydroplanes and Hydroaero-
planes. T, H. Rnsseli 8 0

Music Engraving anU Printing, W. Gamble .21 0
Naval Dictionary, Italian-English and

Enqlish-Italian. W. T. Davis . . . 10 6
Optics of Photography and Photographic
Lenses. J. T. Taylor 4 0

Patents for Inventions. J. E. Walker and
R. B. Foster -.210

Pattern-Making, Principlks of. J. G. Homer 4 0



5. d.

I

Plan Cofyino in Black Links fok Hot Cliuatbs.
B. J.HaJl .2

Plywood and Glok, Mandfacturk and Ubb of,

Thb. B. C. Boulton ...... 7
PoLYPHARB Currents. A. Still . . . 7

PowBR Station Efficibncy Control. J. Brace. 12

Power Wiring Diagrams. A- T. Dover . . 6
Printing. H. A. Maddox 5
QUAJltlTIES AND QUANTITY TAKING. W. E. Davii 0

Radio Communication, Modern. J. H. Raynor 5
Radio Year Book .1
Railway Electrification. H. F. Trewman . 25
Railway Technical Vocabulary. L. Serraillier 7

Raleigh Handbook, The. MeritoT . . .2
Refractories for Furnaces, Cructbles, etc.

A. B. Searle ...... 5
Reinforced Concrete. W. N. Twelvetreos . 21
Reinforced Concrete Beams and Columns,
Practical Design of. W. N. Twolvetroos . 7

Reinforced Concrete Mmbers, Simplified
Methods of Calculating. W. N. Twelvetreos 5

Reinforced Concrete, Detail Design in.

E. S. Andrews ...... 6
Roses and Rose Growing. R, G. Kingsley . 7
Russian Weights and Measures, Tables of,

Redvers Elder ...... 2
Shot-GOns. H. B. C. Pollard . . . .6
Slide Rule. A. L. Higgins ....
Slide Rule. C. N. Piclrworth . . .3
Soil, Science of the. C. Warrell . . .3
Steam Turbine Theory and Practice. W. J.

Kearton : 15
Steam Turbo-Alternator, The. L. C. Grant . 15

Steels, Special. T. H. Bnmham . . .5
Steel Works Analysis. J. O. Arnold and F,

IbbotsoTi . . . . . . .12
Storage Battery Practice. R. Rankin . . 7
Surveying and Surveying Instruments. G. A

T. Middleton....... 6
Surveying, Tutorial Land and Mine. T. Bryson 1

0

Telegraphy. T. E. Herbert . . . .18
Telegraphy, Elementary. H. W. Pendry . 7
Telephone Handbook, Practical. J. Poole . 15
Telephones, Automatic. F. A. Ellsra . . 5

6

6
6
6
0
0
0
0
6
0
6
0

0
0

e

0

0
6

6
0
6
6
6

0
o

0

6
6

0

0
6
0
0



Telephony. T. E. Herbert . . .

Textile Calculations. G. H. Whitwam .

Transfohueb Practice, The EssBimALs of
E. G. Reed , . . < .

Triqonohetry for Engineers, Prihsr of. W.
Dunldey . .

Turret Lathe Tools, How to Lay Out .

Union Textile Fabrication. R. Beaumont
Ventilation, Pumping, and Haulage The
Mathematics of. F. Birks . . .

Volumetric Analysis. J. B. Coppock
Water Mains,^ The Lay-Out of Small. H. H
HeUina.....

Watehwores for Urban and Rural Districts
H. G Adams.....

Wbavino for Beginners. L Hooper
Weaving with Small Appliances. L. Hooper

(1) The Weavino Board. (2) Tablet Weav-
ing. (3) Table Loom Weaving. Fn/^Ti

Welding. Electric. L. B. Wilson . !

Welding. Electric Arc and Oxyacetylene
E. A. Atkins ....

Wireless Pocket Book. Marine. W. H. Maichant
Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony An
iNTRODucnoN TO. J. A. Fleming .

Wireless Telegraphy. W. H. Marchant’
Wood-Block Printing. F. Morley Fletcher
WOODCARVING. c, G. Leland . . .

.’

Woodwork. Manual Instruction. S. BarterWooLiEN Yarn Production. T. LawsonWool Substitutes. R. Beaumont
Workshop Gauges. L. Bum and F. F.’ Eagar

8 .

18
25

5
6

21

12 6

5 0
3 6

7 6

15 ' 0
5 0

7 6
5 0

10 6
5 0

Completm Dmscriptioe Catalogut of Scimntific and
Tochniccd Booht post fns.
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